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ONE dollar out of every
three dollars of imports
for the countries of
CARICOM is spent on
imported energy, and
that is a clear indica-
tion of the potential
that the region has as it
relates to the develop-
ment of renewable en-
ergy.

That’s according to Dr.
Winston Moore, lecturer in

the Department of
Economics of the
University of the West
Indies, Cave Hill Campus.
He added that renewable
energy therefore, if prop-
erly developed, can reduce
the dependence that
Caribbean economies have
on fossil fuels. His com-
ments came as he spoke
yesterday on the topic
‘Advancing Renewable

Energy in the Caribbean’
during a regional work-
shop hosted by the
Institute for Gender &
Development Studies:
Nita Barrow Unit and the
Dag Hammarskjöld
Foundation, under the
theme ‘Caribbean
Partnerships for Economic
Justice and
Sustainability’.

The economist said that

a number of the countries
in the Caribbean can fol-
low the route that Aruba
has taken, and set a target
of 100 per cent renewable
energy and while storage
may currently be a con-
cern, he said scientists
predict that within an-
other few years storage of
this form of energy will
probably no longer be an 
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By Regina Selman Moore

“THERE are some big
plans coming for
Bridgetown”.

This was the declaration
made by Fabianna

Alexander, Project
Coordinator responsible
for “The Revitalisation of
Bridgetown Initiative”
(TRBI) at the Barbados
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (BCCI), as

she spoke to the
Barbados Advocate this
week. Under the brand,
“Bridgetown Alive”, the
BCCI launched the initia-
tive a few years ago to
stimulate increased eco-

nomic and social activity
within the nation’s capi-
tal.

“We (at the BCCI) work
with a number of different
agencies. The Barbados
World Heritage

Committee, we sit on that
committee, there is also an
Emerging and Sustainable
Cities Initiative which the
Government has been able
to get funding for. So
Barbados is now part of

this Emerging and
Sustainable Cities
Initiative, which is funded
by the IDB (Inter-
American Development
Bank) and that process 
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ENERGY 
POTENTIAL

Big plans in store for Bridgetown

Some of those in attendance at the regional workshop hosted by the Institute for Gender & Development Studies: Nita Barrow Unit and the Dag
Hammarskjöld Foundation yesterday. INSET: Dr. Winston Moore, lecturer in the Department of Economics of the University of the West Indies, Cave Hill
Campus.
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THE Barbados Association of
Guidance Counsellors (BAGC)
will officially launch its Tenth
National Career Showcase today,
Thursday, January 8, from 2 to
3:30 p.m., in Lecture Theatre 1,
at the Cave Hill Campus of the
University of the West Indies
(UWI).

Marketing and Regional
Student Development Officer 
of the UWI, Cave Hill Campus,
Janet Caroo, and President of
BAGC and Chairperson of the
National Career Showcase

Committee,Janice Jemmott,will
address the launch.

The career showcase, which
targets third- and fifth-year 
students in public and private
secondary schools, is this year
being held under the auspices of
the Cave Hill Campus and bears
the theme, ‘Embracing the
Opportunity’.

The two-day event will be
staged at the Cave Hill Campus
on Thursday, January 15, and
Friday, January 16, from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. daily. Prior to this, on

Wednesday, January 14, there
will be an official opening cere-
mony in Lecture Theatre 1, at
the Cave Hill Campus at 2 p.m.
The featured speaker will 
be Principal of the Cave Hill
Campus, Sir Hilary Beckles.

The National Career Showcase
2015 is expected to attract over
100 booths highlighting tradi-
tional and non-traditional ca-
reers, with the aim of ensuring
students are given the best
chance to broaden their scope as
they plan for future careers.

TRAFFIC LIGHT RESTORED: Normalcy has returned to the top of University Hill, 
as workmen were busy replacing a traffic light which was missing for the past few days. TThhee
BBaarrbbaaddooss AAddvvooccaattee was on hand to see the light being reinstalled yesterday and that should
make drivers feel at ease at this busy intersection.

Soon time for BAGC’s Career Showcase
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issue. With that in mind, he
said that to enable this transi-
tion, there must be public sector
leadership. He made that point
as he noted that in Jamaica for
example, 12 per cent of the na-
tional energy consumption is
used by the public sector, equat-
ing to approximately US$10.4
million a month. Moreover, he
said that Jamaica is pursuing a
number of initiatives to reduce
their energy consumption and
by extension the money spent
on energy, which can be repli-
cated across the region; these
include efficient street lighting,
solar water heaters and the
sealing of windows and doors
in office buildings.

“As we saw in Jamaica, a
large part of the energy needs
go to public sector and so if we
can get more renewable energy
going into the public sector, it

would be good,” he added.
Additionally, Dr. Moore noted

that private sector investment,
transparency, regulation and
incentives for homeowners and
the private sector, as have been
provided in Barbados, would
also ensure successful tran-
sition to renewable energy in
other countries within the 
region.

“The most important thing
from my perspective, however,
in relation to renewable energy
as an economist, would be hav-
ing a fairly transparent system
of pushing renewable energy 
on to the grid and regulation 
as well and reducing the un-
certainty. So for example in
Barbados, if you install a PV
system on your house, you actu-
ally get a 10-year contract and
it gives you a level of certainty
because you know that you are
definitely going to make back
your money,” he said. (JRT)

THE registration process for
the upcoming Shine Like A
Diamond Beauty Pageant 
for differently-abled ladies
has been slow, but it is ex-
pected that the process 
will pick up as the Friday,
January 16 deadline ap-
proaches.

The beauty pageant for young
ladies with disabilities is being
held under the patronage of the
Hon. Steven Blackett, Minister
of Social Care, Constituency
Empowerment and Community
Development, and it is the 
brainchild of Special Envoy for
Persons with Disabilities,Roslyn
Hurley. Young ladies with dis-
abilities are being encouraged
to sign up for the promising
beauty pageant, to be hosted on
March 22, 2015 at 6:30 p.m. at
the Barbados Hilton Hotel.

The pageant is designed to 
accommodate persons with all
forms of disabilities, who want 
to showcase their beauty and
varied talents. Hurley has noted
that with the Christmas season
now behind us, she expects the

number of entries for the pag-
eant to rise.

The show, she said, will be
something never before seen in
Barbados and after the disabled
community names their Queen,
she hopes that the beauty pag-
eant can then move beyond
Barbados and become a staple in
other Caribbean countries.

The pageant will cater to
young ladies between the ages of
18 to 25, who will be required to
present themselves in various
categories, including a talent
segment, casual and evening
wear segments, and a question
and answer segment for the 
selection of the final seven and
then a Beauty Queen, who will
have a full year of activities 
inclusive of travel. Entry forms
can be obtained at the offices of
the Barbados Council for the
Disabled, at Harambee House,
The Garrison, St. Michael, or 
the National Disabilities Unit
located at the National Union of
Public Workers’ headquarters,
“Dalkeith House”, Dalkeith
Road, St. Michael. (RSM)

Registration
still open for
Shine Like 
A Diamond
Beauty Pageant 

Public sector 
must take the lead
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DEVELOPED countries which
have signed onto the United
Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Control
have a legal obligation to 
provide financial resources to
assist developing countries 
implement the Convention 
and achieve their objectives.

Dr. Mariama Williams, of
South Centre, explained that
this climate finance is not to 
be confused with development
finance that developed coun-
tries offer to the countries of
the developing world.

“Climate finance is very 
different from development 
finance. Climate finance is a
legal obligation of developed
countries; development finance
is your humanitarian, your vol-
untary contributions to serve
whatever policy directives the
developed countries have, but
they have a legal obligation
under the Convention that they
have accepted, to provide fi-
nancing, so they are not doing
us any favours,” she explained.

She made the point while
participating in a panel dis-
cussion on environment and
sustainability on Day Two of 
a regional workshop hosted 
by the Institute for Gender &
Development Studies: Nita
Barrow Unit and the Dag
Hammarskjöld Foundation at
the 3Ws Oval.

Speaking on the topic,
‘Financing for Climate Justice:
Caribbean Influence on Global
Dialogue’, Dr. Williams said
that as it relates to climate fi-
nance, the Convention states
that the money should have
certain characteristics. Among
those identified are that it
should be new; it should be ap-
propriate, such that it is enough
to meet the needs of the devel-

oping countries; and it should
be predictable, so that the coun-
tries can plan their adaptation
and mitigation programmes.

“From the Bali Road Map
that was adopted in 2007, we
have also seen new character-

istics – that it should be geo-
graphically balanced partly be-
cause the flow of money that
has been coming since 2002

have been going primarily to
the big developing countries…
So there is an agreement that it
should be geographically bal-

anced and that it should be
going to particularly vulnera-
ble countries, SIDS and LDCs,”
she added. (JRT)

STAKEHOLDERS from
across the Civil Society sec-
tor in the region gathered at
the Cave Hill Campus of the
University of the West Indies
earlier this week, to discuss
and formulate plans to ad-
dress some of the key issues
facing the region in order to
bring about much-needed
structural change in our
economies and societies.

Speaking to The Barbados
Advocate, Dr. Tonya Haynes,
Lecturer with the Institute for
Gender & Development Studies:
Nita Barrow Unit, explained
that among the issues that were
being discussed were fiscal 
policy and planning, gender,
employment, governance and

accountability, and the environ-
ment and sustainability, which
included discussions on climate
change.She made the comments
prior to the start of Day Two of
a regional workshop under the
theme, ‘Caribbean Partnerships
for Economic Justice and
Sustainability’, which the Unit
hosted in conjunction with the
Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation
at the 3Ws Oval yesterday.

“We are prioritising the eco-
nomic issues and thinking about
what perspective Caribbean
people can offer to the world in
terms of addressing those issues
as well as innovative ways of ad-
dressing such things as unem-
ployment and economic crises,
and we have a number of very

qualified persons to help us
through this effort and who 
are committed to working with
government, civil society and
the various departments of the
University to be able to bring
about these Caribbean partner-
ships,” she said.

Haynes explained that the
workshop, in addition to bring-
ing together civil society practi-
tioners,also brought representa-
tives of regional governments,
the United Nations, the private
sector and trade unions, among
others to the table. She said that
the aim is to develop partner-
ships between civil society and
regional governments in order
to establish and implement 
forward thinking economic and

environmental policies through-
out the region.

Turning her attention to the
issue of climate change, Dr.
Haynes said there remains a
concern that people do not have
enough information on the topic,
but she noted there are those
who have experienced the 
effects of climate change, for
whom the message has hit
home. However, given that that
figure is not as large as they
would like it to be, she said a lot
more work still needs to be done
to find creative ways to en-
lighten a wider cross-section of
people. Haynes added that also
included in their discussions
during the workshop was the
area of debt and debt financing,

given the calls globally for the
foreign debt of developing coun-
tries to be audited.

“Some developing countries
have carried out those audits
and found that even their own
lending strategies were bad and
punitive and have forgiven debt
… but we also have to look at the
way that debt burdens become
inherited across generations in
the Caribbean and how a lot of
the budget then goes to financ-
ing that,” she stated.

The lecturer said then, that it
is important to look at that sit-
uation and determine how those
strategies can be re-examined
and changed to bring about
more equity and justice across
the region. (JRT)

Some of the participants who attended the workshop.

Dr. Mariama Williams, of South
Centre, speaking at the work-
shop.

Stakeholders discuss issues affecting region

Climate
finance
addressed
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has started and within the next
year, they will be developing an
Action Plan for Bridgetown,”
the project co-ordinator noted.

“That action plan, it looks at
the work that we do, but it also
looks at the greater Bridgetown
area as a whole, (taking into
consideration areas such as)
transportation to mobility to
climate change, to the financial
aspect. It is really all-encom-
passing and that is expected 
to move Bridgetown forward
tremendously and help us pre-
pare an action plan for the next
20 to 50 years for the City. So
we are excited about that and
we are expecting some big
things to come out of that initia-
tive,” Alexander commented.

Meanwhile, Alexander noted

that a number of projects and
programmes started in 2014,
will also cross over to 2015.
In 2013, she said, a grant was
awarded by the IDB for support
of the project and that grant 
allowed the BCCI to contract 
a consultant to develop a
Business Plan for the project, to
move it from an events-based
project to one that was broader
in its outlook.

A consultant was also con-
tracted to do a baseline study
and a stakeholder mapping
database for the TRBI, so as to
identify all key stakeholders in
the City, so that they could have
been properly engaged to move
Bridgetown forward.

Alexander also revealed that
under the IDB project, a con-
sultant was also engaged to 
develop three heritage tours 

for the City.
“Those tours have been de-

veloped and they are currently
in the pilot stage. We should be
launching those within the next
couple of months and we are
currently working on putting
together the marketing materi-
als in order to launch that,”
Alexander said.

Continued focus will also 
be placed on the Bridgetown
Lighting Project to ensure the
City is well lit. The TRBI proj-
ect co-ordinator also noted a
partnership has been formed
with Pompasette Magazine and
at the end of this month, a
treasure hunt will take place
throughout the historic prop-
erty and a number of the 
island’s youth will get the 
opportunity to participate in
that initiative. (RSM)

Fabianna Alexander, Project
Co-ordinator responsible 
for ‘The Revitalisation of
Bridgetown Initiative’ (TRBI)
at the BCCI.

2014 projects, programmes to continue this year

        



MINISTER of Culture,
Sport and Youth
Stephen Lashley has
given the assurance
that the newly formed
Task Force on the
Preservation of
Barbados’ Built
Heritage will also be
seeking to restore his-
torically rich areas
outside of the City in-
cluding Speightstown.

His comments came as
he spoke briefly to the
media after the official
launch of the National
Restoration Programme
and the Preservation
(Barbados) Trust at Ilaro
Court.

According to Lashley,
“The Task Force for the
preservation of built her-
itage in Barbados, though
its first priority would be

buildings of an historic
nature within historic
Bridgetown it is not only
confined to historic
Bridgetown and its garri-
son. Its remit is
Barbados.”

“There are a number of
historic buildings in
Speightstown. By its very
nature and history is of
special significance to us.
I recently went to
Speightstown and walked
around and had a few dis-
cussions with some of the
proprietors of business
and those interested in
the development of
Speightstown and we dis-
cussed a number of areas
in which we could en-
hance the heritage signif-
icance of Speightstown.”
The Minister said this will
include work on canons

and the jetty.
Minister Lashley said

there is currently no
upper limit to how much
funds the Task Force is
seeking to raise, recognis-
ing the high cost associ-
ated with restoration.

He revealed that work
will begin with the
Carnegie Library and a
chattel house in
Mahogany Lane, the lat-
ter as part of the Chattel
House Project.

“There is no upper limit.
We are going to start with
the Carnegie Library.And
we are also going to be
looking at one of the very
bold chattel houses in the
Bridgetown area.”

“That is only the begin-
ning and therefore our
outreach is limitless.
There are a number of

historic buildings, some
are listed others are not
listed but we want to be
able to raise as much
money as possible,” he
said.

The Task Force for the
Preservation of Barbados’
Built Heritage is chaired
by Senator Professor Sir
Henry Fraser. It was es-
tablished by the Cabinet
to assist the Government
of Barbados with identi-
fying funding options and
sources of funding for the
restoration of our valu-
able heritage structures.
A charity, the
Preservation (Barbados)
Foundation Trust, has
also been established as a
vehicle for receiving, man-
aging and disbursing the
funds raised by the Task
Force. (JH)
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Minister of Culture, Sport and Youth Stephen
Lashley.

IT is estimated that it
would take just over $2
million to restore the
Carnegie Library, which
closed its doors to the pub-
lic seven years ago.

This figure was revealed
by Minister of Culture,
Sports and Youth Stephen
Lashley who says work will
begin as soon as the funds
are raised.

He was speaking to the
media after the official
launch of the National
Restoration Programme
and the Preservation

(Barbados) Trust where he
explained that the
Carnegie Library will be
the first on the list of proj-
ects to be restored under
the programme.“Technical
work started, inspections
have been done. We are
now in the process of trying
to raise the funds.”

“We have already gotten
some generous donations
to look at some technical
studies in terms of the
Carnegie Library.We have
done some inspections with
the architects and we do

know that the Carnegie
Library is not at the state
where it will take a whole
set of money. We are look-
ing at just over $2 million
to do the work.”

“We want to extend that
project to include the old
Supreme Court building
and we want to be able to
take the library back into
the Carnegie building but
we also want to give them
more space by including
the buildings which were
used for the Supreme
Court. So that the project

would entail not only the
restoration of the library
but the entire Supreme
Court buildings.”

Giving an update on the
Empire Theatre, he noted
that this too is currently
being assessed. “As you
know the government
would have given a con-
tract to the local consor-
tium Preconco to get that
going. I understand they
have just submitted the
study which the Town
Country Planning required
and they are waiting to

proceed with that,”he said.
Responding to an offer by

patron of the Preservation
of the Barbados
Foundation Trust Lord
Andrew Lloyd Webber to
support any initiative
which seeks to celebrate
persons that have taken on
restoration projects with-
out public funding through
his Art Foundation,
Minister Lashley said he is
willing to pursue any such
initiative with the world
renowned composer and
theatrical producer.

“I certainly agree with
Lord Webber in terms of
that approach.What it does
is give us an international
reach because it is likely to
touch more persons who
are interested in heritage
preservation. We can al-
ways use that kind of push
because we recognise that
to generate the funds nec-
essary to start even a
restoration project is going
to be very phenomenal. So
we are aware that we have
to touch the Diaspora,” he
said. (JH)

MAY 2015 be a year to re-
member as the year we
polished the jewel in the
crown.

So says Senator
Professor Emeritus Sir
Henry Fraser, Chair of
the Task Force on the
Preservation of Barbados’
Built Heritage and
Trustee of the Foundation
Trust as he appealed for
support of this noble proj-
ect which will focus on the
restoration and preserva-
tion of Barbados’ rich
built heritage.

He said the island par-
adise recognised three
years ago through its UN-
ESCO inscription, is the
fourth site in the Eastern
Caribbean stating to the
world that the famous
Garrison and the ancient
city of Bridgetown are of
global importance.

“So this is the icing on
the cake for our tourism

because world heritage is
a great badge of honour
and heritage tourism is
the fastest growing aspect
of tourism across the
world.”

“For me it has been a
journey of 33 years since
the first edition of my
book Historic Houses of
Barbados. Asked to chair
the nomination task force
for the UNESCO inscrip-
tion in order to convert
our heritage into real
gold.The Herculean job of
our task force and our
new preservation trust is
to raise millions that we
need to preserve that pre-
cious heritage.”

He said the launch sym-
bolises the determination
of the Minister of Culture,
the task force and
trustees to make this year
a signature year. The
chairman assured that
the Carnegie Library a

gift of Andrew Carnegie
an uneducated benefactor
who gave hundreds of li-
braries around the world
will be the first landmark
project of the
Preservation Trust.

Permanent Secretary in
the Ministry of Culture
Ruth Blackman while
lauding the initiative said
the expected outcome will
see the restoration of our
nation’s built treasures
thus ensuring that this
aspect our history is not
lost but preserved for fu-
ture generations.

She said the use of a
charity is a viable mecha-
nism for receiving man-
aging and disbursing
funds acquired for
restoration purposes and
will function under the
guidance on the Task
Force on the preservation
of Barbados’ built her-
itage. (JH)

Speightstown not forgotten

Senator Professor Emeritus Sir Henry Fraser, Chair of the Task Force on the
Preservation of Barbados’ Built Heritage and Trustee of the Foundation Trust 

Sir Henry: Let’s polish the
jewel in the crown

Carnegie Library needs just over $2 million to be restored

       



By Marsha Gittens

SOME of the vendors
who ply their trade
from the kiosks at
Rockley Beach have
reported an improve-
ment in sales so far for
the winter season.

Speaking to Barbados
Advocate, those operat-
ing restaurants from the
area where a variety of
meals and drinks are
sold, told the paper that
business begun to pick up
from late December.

“Two months ago it was
a bit rough but it now
starting to pick up. The
last couple of weeks [and]
into this month, it hasn’t
been too bad. There is
room for improvement
but you have to take it as
it comes,” said Jason who
paused from attending to
customers at Chicken
George and Yankey Joe
Beach Bar to speak to the
paper.

Similar sentiments
were echoed by a repre-
sentative of Oasis Bar
who said that the after-
noons are the main busy
periods.

“It has been a lot better
than it has been in the
past. It started to pick up
actually from New Year’s
Eve and I hope that 
it will continue that 
way.”

During yesterday’s visit
by Barbados Advocate,
the shoreline was notice-
ably full with visitors re-
laxing on lounge chairs
and on towels.There were
additionally several per-
sons enjoying a sea bath
on the sunny day.

One vendor, who pre-
ferred not to give his
name, said he thought
the beachfront was full of
tourists who were opting
to mainly relax on the
sand and not make their
way to all the stalls to
view and purchase the
items on offer. He called
on local hotels and the
tour operators bringing
visitors to the Christ
Church beach to encour-
age more individuals to
patronise the kiosks
there.

“I would like when they
come around the area of
Rockley Beach that the
hoteliers and the tour
representatives would let
them know that there are
places out here that poor
people make a living, that
they should come and
walk around and see
what they have and I
think that it might help
my business. I just need
them to walk around and
if they can walk around I
think I have the mouth
that could make things
happen.”
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Jason of Chicken George and Yankey Joe Beach Bar assisting a customer at his Bar.

A call was made for more tourists to be encouraged to patronise the kiosks at the beach.

A sample of the many tourists that flocked to Rockley beach on Wednesday.

Improvements
seen in sales at
Rockley Beach
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By Wang Yi
Chinese, Minister of Foreign Affairs

AS a Chinese saying puts it, once a
commitment of gathering is made,
friends will come for it despite a
distance of several thousand miles.
As the new year begins, foreign
ministers and representatives from
the Community of Latin American
and Caribbean States (CELAC)
countries are coming to Beijing to
attend the inaugural Ministerial
Meeting of the China-CELAC Forum
scheduled for January 8-9, an
important event in the relations
between China and Latin America
and the Caribbean.

To many Chinese, Latin America and
the Caribbean is a distant fascinating
region. Since becoming foreign minister,
I have visited the region four times,either
with Chinese leaders or on my own.
During each time, I have seen the
benefits our co-operation has brought to
our peoples and keenly felt the desire of
Latin America and Caribbean countries
to grow relations with China.

To strengthen solidarity and 
co-operation with Latin America and
Caribbean countries as well as other
developing countries is a pillar of China’s
diplomacy. Since the turn of the new
century, China and Latin America and
Caribbean countries have achieved
leapfrog growth in our relations by
pursuing common development and
intensifying political, economic, cultural
and people-to-people exchanges. Today,
China is the second largest trading
partner of and the third largest investor
in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Mutually beneficial co-operation in
resources and energy development,
infrastructure, finance, agriculture,
manufacturing, high technology and
other sectors has come a long way.
China-Latin America and the Caribbean
relations, which feature extensive
common interests and provide

development opportunity for both 
sides, have been strengthened and are
well-positioned to achieve even stronger
growth.

Rapid global economic integration has
boosted cross-regional co-operation.What
both China and Latin America and
Caribbean countries should do now is to
fully tap our respective strengths and
elevate our relations to a higher level.To
develop a new platform for pursuing
collective co-operation is a strategic
choice made by both sides in keeping with
the trend of our times.

Since 2013, Chinese President Xi
Jinping has for two years visited Latin
American and Caribbean countries and
met with leaders from the region many
times on international and multilateral
occasions. The two sides have had 
in-depth exchange of views and reached
important agreement on advancing
collective co-operation between China
and Latin America and the Caribbean.

In January 2014, the Special

Declaration on the Establishment of the
China-CELAC Forum was adopted by
CELAC at its summit in Cuba. It
demonstrates the shared desire of the
Latin American and Caribbean countries
to boost co-operation with China, and
lays a good foundation for establishing
the China-CELAC Forum.

In July 2014, the leaders of China and
Latin American and Caribbean countries
had a successful landmark meeting in
Brazil. During the meeting, President Xi
Jinping called for building a new
relationship between China and Latin
America and the Caribbean with five
salient features, namely, sincerity and
mutual trust in the political field, win-
win co-operation on the economic front,
mutual learning in culture, close co-
ordination in international affairs,as well
as mutual reinforcement between
China’s co-operation with the region as a
whole and its bilateral relations with
individual countries in the region. This
initiative was echoed by the Latin

American and Caribbean countries. The
two sides announced the establishment of
a comprehensive and co-operative
partnership of equality, mutual benefit
and common development,and decided to
launch the China-CELAC Forum and
hold its inaugural Ministerial Meeting
at an early date. This has set the course
for growing both bilateral China-Latin
America and the Caribbean relations and
boosting collective co-operation between
the two sides.

The upcoming inaugural Ministerial
Meeting of the China-CELAC Forum will
turn the vision of China-Latin America
and the Caribbean co-operation into
reality. A good beginning is half way to
success. I look forward to working closely
with my colleagues of the CELAC
member states to conduct, in the spirit of
mutual respect, equality, mutual benefit,
win-win co-operation, openness and
inclusiveness, in-depth discussions on
important issues concerning China-Latin
America and the Caribbean co-operation
such as its guiding principles, priority
areas and the institutional arrangement
of the Forum. We are committed to
making the meeting a success so that a
good start will be made for the China-
CELAC Forum and for sustaining
collective co-operation between the two
sides.

We in China are now working to
advance socialism with distinctive
Chinese features and deepen all-round
reform and opening-up, with the goal of
realising the Chinese dream of great
national renewal. The people of Latin
America and the Caribbean, who are in
quest for a path of development suited to
their own national conditions, are
pursuing the Latin American dream of
unity, co-ordination, development and
reinvigoration. As there is much in
common between the Chinese dream and
the Latin American dream, it is not the
right time for us to join hands and realise
our shared dreams.China will work hand
in hand with Latin American and
Caribbean countries to boost the
comprehensive and co-operative
partnership between China and Latin
America and the Caribbean.

THE C.O. Williams Construction teams
thank you and the travelling public once
again for your wonderful co-operation
over the past year at all our various road
work sites across the island and wish you
and your family God’s Blessings for the
New Year.

Our road works will gradually restart
this week at St. David’s where we will be
doing testing off road; and at Barker’s
Road and Amity Lodge we will be doing
restoration and accommodation work on
curbs.These operations will not seriously
impact on the traffic flow at any work
site.

We will be looking at an alternative
track for laying the pipeline at Rockley
New Road to relieve the traffic issue
there; and at Redman’s we will be doing
further preparation for the pedestrian
lights and making adjustments on the

corner at Prior Park for motorists turning
north.

Our operations on the other pipeline
site at Maxwell Hill (Top Road) has
resumed from January 5, 2015. The C.O.
Williams Construction team with sub-
contractors Rayside Construction have
now closed the access along Maxwell Hill
Top Road between the western junction
with Graeme Hall and Kendall Hill as
preparation continues for the laying of
the new BWA/IPI water pipelines.

Residents will have local access only
while the team is working Mondays
through Fridays between 7:30 a.m. and
6:00 p.m. Motorists are asked to take
special note that another contractor is
also working between the Oistin’s Hill
and Kendal Hill junctions and the entire
carriageway is only accessible therefore to
local traffic. You cannot come down

Kendal Hill and turn left or right to travel
straight through to either end, but those
who live in the affected area will always
be able to reach their residence.

Pedestrian traffic will continue as usual
while this operation is in progress
between 7:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. daily
but the carriageway west of the work
zone on Maxwell Hill Top Road will be
impassable from Graeme Hall during
those hours. If therefore your destination
is east of the work zone,you will approach
from Kendal Hill.The entire carriageway
will be open to traffic outside of working
hours so you will be able to reach your
private driveway freely.

The C.O.Williams Construction teams
thank you in advance for your
understanding, co-operation and kind
consideration throughout the coming
year as we move the earth to please.

THE search is on for persons interested
in representing the parish of St. Michael
as parish ambassadors and attendants.

Those interested in being parish
ambassadors must be between the ages
of 18 and 30, reside in St. Michael and
have a keen interest in participating in
community outreach projects.

Persons vying for the post of parish
attendant should be 25 years or older,
reside in the parish and should also have
an interest in community outreach
projects.

Applicants should contact the
Community Celebrations Independence
Secretariat at 621-2700, or e-mail
cics@caribsurf.com.

Search on for
ambassadors,
attendants for
St. Michael

C.O. Williams to resume road works 

Jointly boost China-Latin America and the Caribbean
Comprehensive and Co-operative Partnership

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi.
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Christine Debique and Lillian Alleyne-Griffith have been recognised by Deloitte
Barbados for having given 15 years of dedicated service to the firm and its
clients! Christine is a Senior Manager, Audit and Assurance while Lillian is a
Senior Administrator. They have both been adding value beyond the audit.
Pictured, Christine receives her award from Gordon Walker, Partner while Lillian
displays her award proudly.
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DELOITTE Barbados recognised excellence among its professionals when
the firm hosted its annual awards and luncheon recently.

Deloitte recognises excellence

Assessing the impacts of trade liberalization underscored

Deloitte’s people are conscious of confidentiality of information and committed
to maintaining internal security measures. In 2014 Deloitte’s Caribbean Cluster
hosted a Security Awareness Week, replete with a competition. Elizabeth Cave-
Ferdinand (Administration, Deloitte Barbados) won that regional competition,
and in photo, she receives her award. Pictured, Elizabeth receives her award
from Renatta Mohammed, Senior Manager, Marketing and Business
Development.

Best Dressed Professional (Male) 2014 : Roland Iton of Deloitte’s audit
department was nominated by his colleagues as being the firm’s Best Dressed
Professional among his male counterparts in 2014! At Deloitte, professionalism
is carried through in service, attitude, commitment to learning – and yes, image!
The Best Dressed Professional (Female) 2014 was absent from this year’s
awards due to travel – but she’s the ever professional, Andra Serieux- Kirton
(Audit). Pictured, Roland shares a light moment with a colleague.

Mary Weekes, of Deloitte’s Tax Department, accepts the 2014 ‘Spirit of Deloitte’
award from Managing Partner, Betty Brathwaite. The ‘Spirit of Deloitte’ is the
firm’s highest annual award, bestowed on an individual that rises above and
beyond excellence in professional and personal development.

IMPORTS from Back Page
He made the point as he suggested that

it is myth that trade liberalisation has
been a benefit to developing countries.
The BAS official argued that rather than

benefitting such countries, it has made
them more dependent on foreign aid,
resulted in further underdevelopment in
some countries, and widened the gap
between the rich and the poor.

“Countries have a right to do what is
necessary to protect themselves. There
will always be countries in the world
which have a comparative advantage
over others, that is the natural law; but

what is also natural is that the countries
have to do what it can to protect its
people and so they cannot subject itself to
unbridled liberalisation,” he contended.
(JRT)



THE journalism world was plunged yesterday into
a state of mourning at the horrific loss of ten
French journalists who died at the hands of gun-
men, along with two police officers. In total, at
least 12 persons were killed and 20 others injured,
with four being seriously hurt, when gunfire broke
out at the offices of French satirical weekly Charlie
Hebdo yesterday morning.

Over the years, the paper repeatedly found itself
at the centre of controversy for its cartoons, which
took punches at various political and religious 
figures and themes.

With yesterday’s incident being called act of ter-
rorism and with reports that the gunmen shouted
“Allahu Akbar”, it is assumed that they were
Islamists and that they could have been exacting
revenge for Charlie Hebdo’s various expressions of
the Prophet Muhammad.

Charlie Hebdo came to prominence in 2006 for its
portrayal of Muhammad. The paper was sued by
the French Council for the Muslim Faith in a case
the publication eventually won, but not before 
publishing another controversial cartoon the fol-
lowing year .

Yesterday’s publication of Charlie Hebdo was
dedicated to the launch of “Submission”, a politi-
cally provocative novel by equally provocative
writer Michel Houellebecq, which treats to the
issue of France’s Islamization.

While the majority of controversial international
backlash which the paper endured seemed to be 
associated with its hits on major world religions,
its editors were adamant that the paper would not
allow itself to be censored just because it offended
some of its readers.

This is a reality that media houses must battle
with daily around the world, including this very
publication.

Indeed, not only have local journalists been sent
before the courts on matters pertaining to articles
deemed inappropriate by persons, but users of
Facebook and other social media sites were re-
cently warned to abstain from “malicious commu-
nications” which could be interpreted as “menacing
in character” and causing “annoyance, distress and
anxiety”.

An editorial published in the Barbados
Advocate on August 15, 2012, entitled “Church
calls for censorship?”, questioned the right of any
established institution to request that media cen-
sor – not the wrongful maligning of a person’s
name or character – but events which have 
occurred and which a media house is simply report-
ing as having occurred.

In response to the lament of a prominent pastor
that the media had broadcast indecent behaviour
which took place at various events during the Crop
Over Festival, the editorial then stated “the media
has a right to re-present these occurrences in a
truthful manner” and “to not re-present these oc-
currences – but to seek to wilfully omit this truth
so that one party or parties feel less offended – can-
not be, according to our judgement, responsible
journalism”.

Outside of the realm of reporting however, the
lines between so-called malicious communication
and freedom of expression become extremely
blurred. It is understood that culture, socio-politi-
cal environment and even timing shapes how we
view and accept such a freedom, even if we believe
it to exist at all.

We join the world in condemning the 
senseless killings in Paris. May the loved ones 
of the deceased find comfort in their time of 
grief.

Editorial

A sad day 
for journalism

‘For the cause that lacks assistance, ‘Gainst the wrongs that need resistance, For the future in the distance, And the good that I can do’
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NEW YORK – New York
City is ending its ban on
students bringing their
cellphones into the city’s
public schools, the mayor’s
office announced yester-
day.

Under the new rules,
principals in the largest
school system in the
United States will be al-
lowed to devise their own
cellphone policy, or use a
default policy of allowing
students to bring their
phones to school as long
as they remain out of
sight.

“Parents should be able
to call or text their kids,”
Mayor Bill de Blasio said
in a statement, citing the
concerns he and his wife
had as the parents of two

teenaged children who
rode the subway to city
public schools.

He also said lifting the
ban on cellphones and
similar mobile gadgets put
in place by his predeces-
sor, Michael Bloomberg,
would reduce “inequity”.
The ban has tended to be
more rigidly enforced at
schools with metal detec-
tors in poor neighbour-
hoods.

The ban has given rise
to a cottage industry of
cellphone storage busi-
nesses near schools across
the city. Countless stu-
dents stash their phones
for the day at nearby gro-
cery stores or in vans that
roam outside school gates
for a small fee, typically a

dollar or so.
Some families find

themselves spending
some $180 on a student’s
phone storage fees in a
year, the city said.

Students who flouted
the ban could expect any-
thing from a stern word
from a teacher to deten-
tion or exclusion from
some of the more pleasur-
able parts of school, such
as communal lunches.

Principals might choose
to make students store
their phones in backpacks
or in a storage spot at the
school for the day, or allow
students to use their
phone in designated areas
or at designated times.

In some instances, stu-
dents might be allowed to

use their phones or tablets
for “instructional pur-
poses” in the classroom,
although never during ex-
aminations, according to
the city’s announcement
about the rules.

Students who flout the
rules can expect to have
their phones confiscated.
Schools also will be ex-
pected to do more to stop
cellphones, which usually
now come replete with
cameras and access to so-
cial-media networks, from
being used as a means of
bullying.

About 1.1 million stu-
dents attend one of New
York City’s public schools.
The new rules are ex-
pected to go into effect in
early March.

New York City ends ban on
cellphones in public schools

Taipei – Taiwan yesterday
expressed regret at em-
barrassing its chief ally
the United States after a
Taiwanese flag-raising
ceremony in Washington
sparked US criticism and
Chinese anger.

Taiwan’s flag was raised
over its de facto embassy
in Washington on New
Year’s Day for the first
time since the US
switched diplomatic recog-
nition from Taipei to
Beijing in 1979.

US State Department
spokeswoman Jen Psaki
said Tuesday the US was
“disappointed with the ac-
tion” which violated a
long-standing pact on US-
Taiwan ties, and that it
had not been informed in
advance of the ceremony.

The United States has
long held a one-China pol-
icy, and does not have full
diplomatic relations with
Taiwan, the self-ruled 
island Beijing still claims
as part of its territory.

Washington has a rep-
resentative office in
Taipei, while Taiwan
maintains representation
at a luxury estate in the
US capital known as Twin
Oaks.

China said it “resolutely
opposed” the flag-raising

and had lodged “solemn
representations” with the
US.

“The Chinese side re-
quests the American side
to adhere to the one-China
policy and the principles
established by the three
China-US joint commu-
niqués, act with discretion
when dealing with
Taiwan-related issues and
avoid the recurrence of a
similar incident,” said for-
eign ministry spokes-
woman Hua Chunying on
Monday.

China hoped the US
“will not allow a similar
incident to occur again”,
foreign ministry spokes-
man Hong Lei added at 
a regular briefing yester-
day.

“This is an isolated inci-
dent. We regret that it
caused the US inconven-
ience,” Taiwan’s deputy
foreign minister Andrew
Kao told a parliamentary
session yesterday.

“We have an under-
standing (with the US)
and we will continue to en-
hance communication.”

De facto ambassador
Shen Lyu-shun,who made
the decision to raise the
flag, was subject to fierce
grilling in the session but
defended the move.

“There is no setback in
relations,” Shen said.

“The US understood
that we did not notify
them in advance out of
goodwill... so the US
wouldn’t be in a difficult
position if China lodged a
protest.”

It is a tradition in
Taiwan to hold a flag-rais-
ing ceremony on January
1 to mark the founding
day of the Republic of
China, the island’s formal
name.

“Republic of China is a
sovereign country... as the
representative of the
Republic of China to the
United States I think rais-
ing the flag on New Year’s
Day is what we should do,”
Shen said.

‘Diplomatic incident’  
Kao admitted that
Taiwan’s foreign ministry
had not been aware of the
ceremony in advance, but
said it respected and sup-
ported Shen’s decision.

Other lawmakers ex-
pressed anger.

“You (Shen) did this for
your own credit and
caused a diplomatic inci-
dent and setback in rela-
tions,” said lawmaker
Chen Ming-wen of the op-
position Democratic

Progressive Party.
Some however blamed

Beijing for “suppressing”
Taiwan by protesting at
the flag-raising.

“The problem is with
China’s foreign ministry
which didn’t think clearly
and respect our space in
the international commu-
nity,” said lawmaker Lee
Tung-hao.

Tung Chen-yuan, a po-
litical science professor at
National Chengchi
University, said the iso-
lated incident “will not 
affect Taiwan’s overall re-
lations with the US or
China”.

“The US did not approve
of this but it also said ties
with Taiwan remained
stable,” Tung said. “The
US and China made clear
their political stances but
it doesn’t look like they
will make any follow-up
moves.”

Taiwan and China split
in 1949 after a civil war
although Beijing still
claims sovereignty over
the island.

Ties have improved
markedly since Taiwan’s
President Ma Ying-jeou
took office on a Beijing-
friendly platform in 2008,
but diplomatic issues re-
main a sensitive area.

Taiwan ‘regrets’ embarrassing
Washington with flag-raising
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By Marsha Gittens

THOUGH the Yuletide sea-
son has concluded,
the National Cultural
Foundation (NCF) contin-
ued the spirit of giving on
Tuesday when that organi-
sation staged a charity 
concert at the Geriatric
Hospital.

Attended by patients of this
island’s geriatric hospitals and
the psychiatric hospital, this
event at the institution’s Beckles
Road location comprised 
presentations in song,dance and
music. These were mainly done
by young acts, most of whom
were featured during the 
2014 National Independence
Festival of Creative Arts
(NIFCA).

Speaking about the inaugural
event, Chief Executive Officer of
the NCF, Cranston Browne, ex-
plained the cultural show was
the NCF’s way of giving back to
the senior nation builders of this
land.

“We thought that it would be
wise, a good thing to do, to come
at this time of the year – the hol-
iday season… We thought that
we would bring back most of our
young acts out of NIFCA to per-
form for you so you can see what
the young people are doing
today. It was an act of love com-
ing from the NCF to you,” he
said.

Browne also shared his hope

to make the charity show a
yearly one for the seniors as a
way of thanking them for the
contributions they have made to
the island.

“We know you can’t come to
us, [but] we can come to you.And
you can be assured that once the
management again invites us
next year we will be back to per-
form for you, if not at Crop Over,
at NIFCA, but we want to show
our love to you.”

The afternoon’s entertain-
ment kicked off with a musical
presentation by Patrice Gill and
Sharon Gittens. The duo on
piano and steel pan respectively
performed the original composi-
tion ‘St. Lucy’ and the well-
known Christmas song, ‘Feliz
Navidad’.

Following this, the audience
was treated to the drum per-
formance of ‘Phase 2’ by the
Haynesville Youth Club; a hu-
morous dramatic presentation
by Jennifer Walker; and an 
enjoyable rendition by the four-
member group, Sistaz, singing
‘CARICOM Song.’  

The afternoon also featured
the dances ‘UMOJA – The Spirit
of Togetherness’ by Dancin’
Africa Children’s Company;
‘Celebration of Dance’ by Praise
Academy of Dance Barbados;
and ‘Consider Yourself ’ by
Louise Woodvine Dance
Academy.

The master of ceremonies for
the show was Mac Fingall.

NCF hosts 
charity show 
for seniors

The Louise Woodvine Dance Academy performing ‘Consider Yourself’.

A section of the audience enjoying the afternoon’s cultural show organised by the NCF.  

Actress Jennifer Walker and MC Mac Fingall entertaining the audience.
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BANK RATES
Commercial  bank  rates  to  the  public at  the close of
business yesterday by the Central Bank of Barbados.

Valid for January 8th, 2015

Telegraphic Transfers
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.35633    2.40051              
Pound Sterling £ 3.00627    3.06264              
Canadian $ 1.67808 1.71317
United States $ 1.99375 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00976 0.00982
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Demand/Sight:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.35191        2.40051              
Pound Sterling £ 3.00063 3.06264              
Canadian $ 1.67490 1.71317              
United States $ 1.99000 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00976 0.00982
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Notes:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro  2.31790 2.41550 
Pound Sterling £ 2.95724 3.08176              
Canadian $ 1.66542 1.71468              
United States $ 1.98000 2.02857
East Caribbean $ 0.73704 0.74445
Belizean $ 1.00000 1.00000

INDICATIVE RATES FOR SOME REGIONAL
CURRENCIES AS ADVISED BY THE 

RESPECTIVE CENTRAL BANKS
N.B.: These rates are not meant to be used for trading.

BDS$
Guyana $ 0.00979
Jamaica $ 0.01749
Trinidad & Tobago $ 0.31742

NEXT week the Central
Bank of Barbados will
be issuing its review of
the Barbados economy
for last year. It will also
be making projections
for the year 2015 as
well.

The review is scheduled
for January 13. It will de-
tail the overall perform-
ance of the economy, in-
cluding the financial sec-
tor, sectoral performances,
the status of Government’s
fiscal position, the level of
international reserves
and, among other things,
the country’s debt position.

As for 2015 there will be
a focus on the one per cent
to 1.5 per cent growth rate
as projected by the
Minister of Finance and
Economic Affairs,
Christopher Sinckler, and
the results of the 19-month
stabilization programme.
That programme of fiscal
consolidation started in
August 2013 and should
come to an end by March
this year.

The Bank’s review and

outlook are coming in light
of the anticipated  expan-
sion by the economies
making up Latin America
and the Caribbean, as re-
vealed by the Inter
American Development
Bank (IDB).

The Bank said that eco-
nomic growth might re-
cover modestly to 2.2 per
cent in 2015, up from 1.3
per cent last year, its low-
est rate since last decade's
global financial crisis.The
IDB’s President, Luis
Alberto Moreno gave the
outlook.

The Washington D.C.-
based IDB is the main fin-
ancier of projects in the re-
gion.

Moreno has suggested
that in a scenario marked
by sluggish global growth,
falling commodity prices
and limited fiscal manoeu-
vring room, Latin
American and Caribbean
countries must prioritize
reforms that will ensure
sustained and inclusive
growth over the medium
and long term.

THE Directors of the
Barbados
Entrepreneurship
Foundation have an-
nounced the appointment
of Chris de Caires as its
new chairman, following
the retirement of Peter
Boos, who previously
chaired the Foundation
from its inception.

Chris brings a wealth of
experience to his new role,
having developed a strong
reputation both regionally
and internationally as a
senior business executive
and consultant. He has
served on several national
organizations including as
President of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants
of Barbados, Chairman of
the Barbados Private
Sector Association and
World Cup Barbados. He
is currently the Managing
Director of an interna-
tional shipping group

based in Barbados.
Commenting on his ap-

pointment, Chris noted, “I
am delighted to be ap-
pointed Chairman of the
Barbados
Entrepreneurship
Foundation and welcome
the challenge of assisting
in strengthening
Barbados as the
Entrepreneur’s Island.We
have tremendous entre-
preneurial talent in
Barbados and I strongly
believe we can create the
infrastructure to allow our
local talent to blossom and
to attract other exciting
entrepreneurs from
around the world.We need
a vibrant entrepreneurial
culture to maintain and
improve our economy
against an increasingly
competitive international
environment.

Chris also added, “I
would also like to thank

Peter Boos on his vision,
energy and devotion in
nurturing and growing the
Foundation from its incep-
tion. I am grateful that he
is handing over the reins
with the BEF in such an
exciting phase of its devel-
opment.”

Since the BEF, a foun-
dation funded entirely
through donations,was es-
tablished five years ago, it
has grown from strength
to strength. Managed
mainly by volunteers, it
has continued on its mis-
sion to unlock and provide
support and mentorship to
the undiscovered entre-
preneurial talent across
Barbados. To date, efforts
made by the BEF include
paving the way for the es-
tablishment of island-wide
access to free WIFI and a
financing programme for
entrepreneurs. In addi-
tion, the BEF has intro-

duced several projects for
school students, business
mentorships and work-
shops, aimed at develop-
ing business skills and
providing support to bud-
ding entrepreneurs.

CIBC FirstCaribbean is
pleased to announce the
appointment of Malcolm
Whetnall as its Country
Manager for the British
Virgin Islands.

Whetnall assumes the
top position in the BVI
with effect from 5th
January, 2015.

A career banker,
Malcolm is an experi-
enced sales and manage-
ment professional with
global banking experi-
ence. He joined the finan-
cial services sector with
Barclays Bank in the UK
in 1974, taking on in-
creasingly senior roles in
the organization. At
Barclays, Malcolm led its

Premier Banking team on
the Isle of Man for nearly
a decade.

Malcolm is no stranger
to CIBC FirstCaribbean,
having first joined the
bank in 2004 in the bank’s
International Banking
and Wealth Management
segment, spending three
years at its Head office in
Barbados, on attachment
from Barclays.

He would later head the
team of Wealth
Management profession-
als as Director for that
line of business in the
Cayman Islands while
also retaining pan-
Caribbean responsibility
for the Wealth

Management sales man-
agement division.

Mark McIntyre, CIBC
FirstCaribbean’s
Managing Director for the
Cayman Islands, with re-
sponsibility for BVI, noted
that the bank was pleased
to welcome Mr. Whetnall
back into its team.

“Malcolm is a confident
and strong leader with a
proven track record of
achieving exceptional re-
sults in a commercial en-
vironment. He’s ex-
tremely energetic, dy-
namic, and possesses
great people management
and leadership skills. His
strengths include working
across multi-jurisdictions

with clients and staff of
differing cultural back-
grounds.

In addition he is very
experienced in Retail,
Corporate and Wealth
Management banking,
predominately in the
‘International/Offshore’
and Platinum Banking
arenas.We feel very lucky
to have someone of
Malcolm’s ability and ex-
perience to lead our team
in the BVI at this time.”

Malcolm is an Associate
of the Chartered Institute
of Bankers; a Member of
the Securities Institute
and in previous roles was
a qualified mortgage and
investment advisor.

Central Bank’s
review of the
economy 
next week

Chris de Caires appointed
chairman of the Barbados
Entrepreneurship Foundation

New Chairman of the
Barbados
Entrepreneurship
Foundation, Chris
DeCaires.

New CIBC FirstCaribbean Country Manager
appointed in the British Virgin Islands 



MIAMI, FLORIDA – In
commemoration of
International Anti-
Corruption Day, the
Inter-American
Development Bank
hosted a regional
Ministerial meeting on
5 December 2014 to
contribute to the
Caribbean’s dialogue
on transparency and
integrity in enhancing

development and un-
locking growth.

Ministerial delegates of
six Caribbean countries
gathered in Miami for a
landmark discussion on
the positive impact of
more transparent gover-
nance on the equity and
competitiveness of the
Caribbean economies.
Participants discussed key
trends, challenges and op-

portunities for improving
governance and areas of
potential collaboration
with the IDB. The discus-
sions underscored not only
the costs of corruption, but
also the benefits of trans-
parent government in im-
proving public services to
citizens.

The Caribbean coun-
tries attending included
The Bahamas, Barbados,

Haiti, Jamaica, Suriname,
and Trinidad and Tobago.
The event explored oppor-
tunities to promote trans-
parency and integrity and
the positive impact this
has on growth, competi-
tiveness and investment.
Dr. Sanjeev Khagram,
John Parke Young
Professor of Political
Economy, Occidental
College and senior advisor

to the Global Initiative for
Fiscal Transparency, high-
lighted the need to further
fiscal transparency and fi-
nancial integrity, and Dr.
Robert Klitgaard,
University Professor,
Claremont Graduate
University of Claremont
Graduate University, il-
lustrated recent innova-
tion in transparent gover-
nance and open govern-
ment. Professor Trevor
Munroe, Executive
Director of Jamaica’s
National Integrity Action,
moderated a panel of re-
gional officials which dis-
cussed the challenges and
positive actions being
taken by the countries to
address transparency is-
sues.

According to Gerard
Johnson, the General
Manager of the IDB
Caribbean Department,“A
small economy has to be
handled carefully. But the
Caribbean’s growth is

falling behind other small
economies. To catch up,
transparency will proba-
bly be put under pressure.
Showing that governance
is transparent and fair
will be key to social cohe-
sion and growth. We have
to set [a] strict priorities
for new investments; fo-
cusing on projects that get
the biggest bang for the
buck.The IDB appreciates
its relationship of trust
with regional authorities,
which makes it possible to
collaborate on projects
that promote more effec-
tive, efficient, and open
governance, thus deliver-
ing better services to their
citizens.“

Several ministers of
economy and finance of
the Caribbean reaffirmed
the region’s commitment
to fight corruption and
strengthen governance,
signing a joint statement
at the conclusion of the
event.

EURO zone consumer
prices fell by more than
expected in December be-
cause of much cheaper en-
ergy, a first estimate by
the European statistic of-
fice showed in data that
is likely to trigger the
European Central Bank’s
government bond buying
program.

Eurostat said inflation
in the 18 countries using
the euro in December was
-0.2 per cent year-on-year,
down from 0.3 per cent
year-on-year in
November. The last time
euro zone inflation was
negative was in October
2009, when it was -0.1 per
cent.

Economists polled by
Reuters had expected a -
0.1 per cent year-on-year
fall in prices. The ECB

wants to keep inflation
below but close to 2 per
cent over the medium
term.

Eurostat said that core
inflation, which excludes
the volatile energy and
unprocessed food prices,
was stable at 0.7 per cent
year-on-year in December
– the same level as in
November and October.

But energy prices
plunged 6.3 per cent year-
on-year last month and
unprocessed food was 1.0
per cent cheaper, pulling
down the overall index de-
spite a 1.2 per cent rise in
the cost of services.

The ECB is concerned
that a prolonged period of
very low inflation could
change inflation expecta-
tions of consumers and
make them hold back

their purchases in the
hope of even lower prices,
triggering deflation.

Because the ECB’s in-
terest rates are already at
rock bottom, the bank is
preparing a program of
printing money to buy
government bonds on the
secondary market to in-
ject even more cash into
the economy, boost de-
mand and make prices
rise faster.

Economists expect the
decision to launch such a
bond buying program
could be made as soon as
the ECB’s next meeting
on January 22.

“We are in technical
preparations to adjust the
size, speed and composi-
tions of our measures
early 2015, should it be-
come necessary to react to

a too long period of low in-
flation. There is unanim-
ity within the Governing
Council on this,” ECB
President Mario Draghi
said on January 1.

Inflation in the euro
zone has below 1 per cent
– or what the ECB calls
the danger zone – since
October 2013.
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IDB hosts meeting on transparency, integrity

Euro zone prices fall more than expected
in December, likely to trigger ECB action

BRENT crude oil recov-
ered slightly after falling
below $50 a barrel yester-
day for the first time since
May 2009, as traders took
stock after a sharp slide
since the start of the year.

A growing supply glut
and weak global demand
have pushed crude down
by more than half from a
peak above $115 in June
last year, with prices
down by more than 10
percent so far in 2015.

Further evidence of a
supply glut came from
weekly Energy
Information
Administration data
which showed U.S. gaso-
line and distillate inven-
tories rose far more than
expected, although crude
stocks fell. [EIA/S]

Benchmark Brent
crude futures LCOc1 fell
35 cents to $50.75 by 1038
ET, having fallen as low

as $49.66, a level last seen
in May 2009.

“I wouldn’t be surprised
if we trundle around the
$50 mark for a few ses-
sions as investors consol-
idate their positions just
as they did when prices
hit $60,” Sucden analyst
Kash Kamal said.

Some firm economic
data from the United
States helped support
prices. U.S. private em-
ployers added 241,000
jobs in December, beating
the median forecasts of
analysts, a report by a
payrolls processor
showed.

Brent fell in the previ-
ous four sessions as stock-
piles of oil mount with no
signs of a cut in produc-
tion from OPEC.

U.S. crude futures CLc1
were down 13 cents to
$47.80 a barrel, having
fallen to $46.83, their low-

est since April 2009.
The slide in oil prices

has increased fears of de-
flation, which has further
clouded the demand out-
look following a series of
weak economic data.

In the euro zone con-
sumer prices fell more
than expected, and
turned negative in
December for the first
time since October 2009,
a first estimate by the
European statistics office
showed.

Nobuyuki Nakahara, a
former oil executive and
ex-member of the Bank of
Japan’s policy board, told
Reuters he expected fur-
ther price falls.

“Oil prices are likely to
keep falling due to slower
Chinese growth and be-
cause the years of prices
above $100 before the re-
cent plunge were ‘abnor-
mal’ historically,” he said.

Oil steady above $50 as
investors take stock after slide

     



CASTRIES, St. Lucia –
The ruling St. Lucia
Labour Party (SLP)
Tuesday described as
“nonsensical”, claims
that the government
was reaping major fi-
nancial benefits in the
retail price of gas as a
result of the drastic de-
cline in oil prices on
the global market.

In a statement Tuesday,
the SLP expressed “shock”
at what it said was either
the apparent lack of un-
derstanding or deceitful-
ness from Allen
Chastanet, the political
leader of the main opposi-
tion United Workers Party
(UWP), of how petrol
prices at the pump are cal-
culated in St Lucia.

Chastanet had on
Monday called for a reduc-

tion in the price of petrol
at the pumps, claiming
that the government was
making EC$6.80 (One EC
dollar =US$0.37 cents) on
every gallon of gas sold.

He said the government
should ensure that the
price at the pump should
not be more than
EC$10.00 and called on
the government to recog-
nise the negative impact
of high fuel prices on the
economy and production.

In recent weeks, the
global price of oil has
slipped from US$103 a
barrel to below US$50 and
Saudi Arabia, the biggest
oil producer says it has no
intention of reducing its
output so as to effect a
higher price for the com-
modity.

The statement from the

Office of the Prime
Minister explained that
the government uses a
throughput calculation
system where the excise
taxes imposed by
Government are adjusted
every three months.

“This means that re-
gardless of the price of
petrol on the world mar-
ket the Government rev-
enue per gallon does not
change per gallon during
this three month period.”

It said, “any benefit in a
decline of price during the
three month period is ab-
sorbed by the petrol retail-
ers,” explaining that the
converse would occur if
world market price of oil
were to increase during a
given three month period.

The statement said that
from October 2014, the ex-

cise tax on petrol has been
EC$2.48 and the govern-
ment earns no extra
money when the price
drops as the excise tax is
fixed.

“Chastanet is being de-
liberately deceitful or he
does not understand the
system.He would know,as
he was a minister who sat
in Cabinet that when the
UWP was in power the
Government Tax went as
high as EC$3.00.

“Since December 2011,
when the SLP came into
power, the tax has been on
a decline on average,” the
statement added.

The government said it
plans at the next review
on January 12, 2015, to
ensure that a substantial
part of the benefit which
retailers enjoy now with

lower prices will be passed
on to consumers.

It urged Chastanet to
try to understand the sys-
tem or stop being so obvi-
ously deceitful and dis-
honest, adding that his

claim that “right now it is
estimated that the govern-
ment is making about
EC$6.80 on every gallon
of gas being sold,”
is a “nonsensical accusa-
tion”.

BASSETERRE, St Kitts –
Constituency boundary
change fears have
prompted the six elected
opposition MPs in St Kitts
and Nevis to instruct their
lawyers to write to the
chairman of the
Constituency Boundaries
Commission and Prime
Minister Denzil Douglas
about the matter.

Team Unity leader
Timothy Harris said the
opposition is concerned
that what he calls desper-
ate efforts might be made
to change the boundaries
just ahead of the coming

election expected very
soon.

“One of the fears that we
have expressed to our at-
torneys is that the govern-
ment was going to move
post haste to have the
boundary changes imple-
mented,” Harris told
WINN FM.

He said the lawyers de-
cided to “write and to warn
that by and large we were
concerned with the gerry-
mandering of the electoral
boundaries in St Kitts, we
intend to fight that battle
of course in the court,” the
Team Unity leader said.

Harris said the opposi-
tion alliance remains con-
cerned that last minute ef-
forts to change the bound-
aries could be attempted.

He said Team Unity
would want its day in court
on the matter.

Harris dismissed argu-
ments that it’s the bound-
aries commission that
changes boundaries and
not the government.

He contended that the
process involves the execu-
tive, the governor general
and the parliament.

Meanwhile, appearing
on his weekly radio call in

programme on Tuesday,
Prime Minister Douglas
said that regional and in-
ternational election ob-
servers have over the past
general elections made rec-
ommendations for the
boundaries to be realigned
to make them more equal.

“CARICOM has spoken
out on this. And the
Organization of American
States has spoken out.
Opposition politicians al-
ways want CARICOM,the
OAS and the
Commonwealth of Nations
to speak out. Well, they
have spoken out, and they

have said that with refer-
ence to elections, St Kitts
and Nevis needs to
equalise our constituencies
and adjust our boundaries.
Most importantly our con-
stitution says that this is
what we have to do,”
Douglas said.

He added that no clear
thinking person would say
that 2,000 plus people in
one constituency,and 7,000
plus in another con-
stituency, would carry the
same political weight.

Douglas stressed that
haphazard constituency
sizes are not good for

democracy as it was too im-
portant a matter to play
with any more.
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Team Unity leader
Timothy Harris

Allen Chastanet, the political leader of the main
opposition United Workers Party (UWP)

NEW YORK – A major
Black group here says it
will host the next summit
of the Caribbean
Community (CARICOM)
Reparations Commission
early this year.

The New York-based
Institute of the Black
World 21st Century (IBW)
said on Saturday that the
summit will take place
from April 9-12.

The CARICOM
Commission is chaired by
Sir Hilary Beckles, Vice-
Chancellor Designate of
the University of the West
Indies.

Inspired by the creation
of the CARICOM
Commission, a National
African American

Reparations Commission
is being established as
part of an effort to inten-
sify the Reparations
movement in the US, the
IBW said.

It said the Commission
will be dedicated to the
memory of Audley Moore,
one of the foremost propo-
nents of Reparations in
the history of Africans in
America and a mentor to
generations of
Reparations activists.

IBW said in addition to
the CARICOM and
African American
Commissions, representa-
tives of Reparations
movements from Central
and South America,
Canada and Europe are

expected to participate in
what is emerging as a Pan
African Reparations
Summit.

It said the programmes
for the Summit will in-
clude formal business ses-
sions; a dialogue between
leaders of the Caribbean
Diaspora in the US and
the CARICOM
Commission; meetings be-
tween the newly-formed
African American
Commission and the
Caribbean Commission;
Rallies in Harlem, consid-
ered the symbolic Capital
of Black America;
Brooklyn, home to the
largest Caribbean com-
munity in the US; and a
tribute to Congressman

John Conyers, Dean of the
Congressional Black
Caucus and Sponsor of
HR-40, the Reparations
Study Bill, which he has
introduced in the US
Congress since 1989.

The IBW noted that, at
the most recent
Reparations Braintrust at
the Congressional Black
Caucus Annual
Legislative Conference,
Sir Hilary urged partici-
pants to declare a
“Conyers Decade of
Reparatory Justice”.

“The tribute to
Congressman Conyers
will begin that process,”
said the IBW, adding that
there will also be special
recognition of the

National Coalition of
Blacks for Reparations in
America (N?COBRA) for
“decades of ground-break-
ing work on the issue”.

IBW president Dr. Ron
Daniels said that the
National African
American Reparations
Commission (NAARC)
will develop a Reparations
Programme similar to the
10 Point Programme that
has been adopted by the
CARICOM Commission.

“The first step will be to
devise an interim pro-
gramme that NAARC will
take to the people in a se-
ries of town hall meetings
to receive input before
adopting the final pro-
gramme,” he said.

“The process of engag-
ing people of African de-
scent across the country,
including young people, is
incredibly important to
strengthening the
Reparations movement”.

The IBW said Sir Hilary
has been “eager to have
Reparations Commissions
form in various countries
to build a global move-
ment for Reparatory
Justice”.

The IBW said the activ-
ities for the CARICOM
Reparations visit to the
US will conclude with Sir
Hilary travelling to
Detroit for a Reparations
Rally, which will be the cli-
max to the Tribute to
Conyers.

St Lucia ruling party
describes excessive tax claim
as ‘nonsensical’

St Kitts-Nevis opposition warns against boundary changes

Major US Black group to host reparations summit

      



AN upward shift in the age
of consent and increased
penalties for sex crimes  in
Antigua and Barbuda are
to be given consideration
as Attorney General
Steadroy “Cutie”Benjamin
laments last year’s increase
in all forms of sex crimes.

The legislator said he in-
tends to start discussions
soon with the relevant gov-
ernment and non-govern-
mental organisations to
clamp down on sexual of-
fences.“We will be speak-
ing with social partners in
the future to make a deter-
mination whether or not
we ought to increase the
age of consent to the age of
18. This would seem to be
consistent with the
Constitution,which (stipu-
lates) a person reaches his
or her age of majority at 18;
you can vote then and you
can enter into contractual
relations at that the age.
How then is it proper that
persons below 18 years old
can consent to sexual activ-
ities?”the minister posited.

Benjamin said penalties
for sexual offences should
also be increased.

“The penalties will be re-
viewed. (For) any person
taking advantage of per-

sons between the ages of 14
and 16, (penalties) must be
increased. We must stop
the act of men exploiting
young (girls). Many young
girls are disadvantaged
and their eyes are opened
when thy can be given
these expensive phones
and latest clothing and go
to parties and get their hair
fixed; that is unfortunate
and must be stamped out,”
Benjamin said.

Currently, if a man has
sexual intercourse with a
girl under the age of 14, he
could be jailed for life. But,
if he engages a girl between
14 and less than 16 years,
he faces a maximum of 15

years in prison.
At the same time,

Minister Benjamin said he
recognises that stiffer
penalties for sex crimes
cannot be the only ap-
proach to addressing the
growing problem.“We have
got to work comprehen-
sively with the department
of social transformation,
education ministry,
churches and other social
partners to instill, in young
women in particular and
men generally, the impor-
tance of exercising control
in their activities. It is re-
grettable there has been an
increase in incest, that it
disgusting as well as other

offences against young
ladies,” the attorney gen-
eral said.

He said the stakeholders
need to develop pro-
grammes to enlighten par-
ents of their responsibili-
ties; to educate men and
women about morality and
teach them that they have
a responsibility not to ex-
ploit anyone.Benjamin,
who is a trained lawyer
with decades of experience
in the criminal court, said
he knows that the court
pays attention to crime sta-
tistics and “will demon-
strate abhorrence through
their sentences” of con-
victed sex offenders.

ST GEORGE’S,
Grenada, – The
Grenada government
says it has secured
nearly EC $6 million in
investments under the
Citizenship by
Investment
Programme (CIP) last
year.

Prime Minister Dr
Keith Mitchell, speaking
on a television programme
on Monday night, said
that at least nine people
had received Grenadian
citizenship under the pro-
gramme.

“Imagine we launched
that programme more
than a year ago and only
nine persons were ap-
proved; we are dotting
every ‘I’ and crossing every

‘T’ before granting ap-
proval,” said Mitchell,who
confirmed that the CIP
programme was the only
project that brought in less
projected revenue to gov-
ernment as anticipated in
the 2014 estimate of rev-
enue and expenditure.

“Every … other area
met and surpassed projec-
tions including that of
Customs and Inland
Revenue,” said Mitchell,
noting that his adminis-
tration has no intention of
repeating the mistakes
made under the previous
economic citizenship pro-
gramme, which was sus-
pended in 2001.

Grenada’s 2013 citizen-
ship by Investment legis-
lation provides for persons

to apply to the Citizenship
by Investment Committee
through a local agent for
citizenship. The commit-
tee is then tasked with
conducting a lengthy back-
ground on applicants but
at the same time secure
confidentiality.

In order to preserve the
confidentiality, especially
after the citizenship is
granted, government
made an amendment to
the original legislation
preventing the publication
of the names of all people
granted citizenship.

Prime Minister Mitchell
has said that it was an
error on the part of the for-
mer government to ini-
tially include a section in
the Citizen by Investment

legislation which provides
for the names, addresses
and nationalities of per-
sons who applied for
Grenada citizenship to be
made public.

“I think it was an error
on our part.No other coun-
try has it in their legisla-
tion and that could be a
hindrance to us. There is
no need to expose every
single name who applies,
you cannot have people’s
name printed all over the
place,” Mitchell said while
confirming that the nine
people received approval
from the Committee dur-
ing 2014.

Six of the nine approvals
were citizens from Italy,
one from Pakistan and two
from China.
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Prime Minister Dr Keith Mitchell

ASUNCION, Paraguay –
The Paraguayan govern-
ment has agreed to meet
with disgruntled workers
who nailed themselves to
wooden crosses to protest
what they say are unpaid
wages.

The form of protest is
increasingly common in
Paraguay. It has been

condemned by the
Roman Catholic Church
but has often been suc-
cessful.

Four men and one
woman have been nailed
to crosses for several
weeks in front of the
Brazilian Embassy in
Paraguay’s capital, and a
sixth person had planned

to join them Tuesday be-
fore the Work Ministry
agreed to meet with the
protesters on Jan. 26.

The protesters say they
represent about 9,000
workers who claim they
are owed thousands of
dollars in back pay and
other benefits for work on
the Itaipu Dam

WASHINGTON – The
Cuban government has re-
leased some of the 53 polit-
ical prisoners that it vowed
to release as part of the 
accord that allowed three
Cuban spies jailed in the
US to return to the island,
the State Department said
Tuesday.

“They have already 
released some of the pris-
oners,” state department
spokesperson Jen Psaki
told reporters at the daily
briefing, declining to pro-
vide any details.

President Barack
Obama’s administration,
which alone drew up a list
of 53 prisoners, has opted
for keeping it a secret.

On Dec 17, Cuban
President Raul Castro 
announced that his govern-
ment had decided to free a
series of prisoners in whom
Washington “had shown in-
terest,” though he did not
specify their number or
identity.

The measure, he said,
was taken “unilaterally, as
is our practice and in strict
accordance with our laws.”

Raul Castro was refer-
ring to the liberation of po-

litical prisoners by his gov-
ernment while announcing
the return to Cuba of
Gerardo Hernandez,
Ramon Labañino and
Antonio Guerrero, the
three secret agents of the
“Cuban Five” who at the
time had been prisoners in
the US since 1998.

Psaki said Tuesday that
the promise to free the dis-
sidents is one that Cuba
made not only to the US
but also to the Vatican,
which provided the secret
contacts between the US
and Cuban delegations
that led to the announce-
ment that diplomatic rela-
tions between the two
countries were to be nor-
malised.

Sen. Marco Rubio (R-
FL), a Cuban-American,
urged Obama to cancel the
bilateral talks planned for
this month in Havana until
Cuba complies with its vow
to free the 52 political pris-
oners.

The trip to Cuba in late
January will be headed by
the assistant secretary of
state for Western
Hemisphere affairs,
Roberta Jacobson.

Grenada pleased with Citizenship
by Investment Programme

Yesterday: 0.0 mm
For the month:  7.3 mm
For the year:  7.3 mm

London: 10 °C PARTL CLOUDY
Boston: -05 °C FAIR
Montreal: -19 °C OVERCAST / SNOW
Toronto: -16 °C PARTLY CLOUDY
New York: -06 °C PARTLY CLOUDY
Miami: 26 °C FAIR 6:23 am 5:47 pm

High: 6:07 am 
& 5:45 pm

Low: 11:29 am
& --:--

Max: 29.4 °C
Min: 23.0 °C

Fair to occasionally cloudy with a few
scattered showers.

Antigua Gov’t mulls raising age of consent

Paraguay officials to talk with
protesters nailed to crosses

Cuba ‘frees 
US-listed prisoners’



IN a statement issued
by China’s Foreign
Minister Wang Yi,
China has promised to
work with Latin
American and
Caribbean countries to
boost partnership be-
tween Beijing and the
region.

In the statement which
was issued ahead of the in-
augural Ministerial
Meeting of the China-
Community of Latin
American and Caribbean
States (China-CELAC),Yi
noted that since the turn
of the new century,“China
and Latin American and
Caribbean countries have
achieved leapfrog growth
in our relations by pursu-
ing common development
and intensifying political,
economic, cultural and
people-to-people ex-
changes.

“Today,China is the sec-
ond largest trading part-
ner of and the third largest
investor in Latin America
and the Caribbean.
Mutually beneficial coop-
eration in resources and
energy development, in-
frastructure, finance,agri-
culture, manufacturing,
high technology and other
sectors has come a long
way.

“China-Latin America
and the Caribbean rela-
tions,which feature exten-
sive common interests and

provide development op-
portunity for both sides,
have been strengthened
and are well-positioned to
achieve even stronger
growth,” he said.

The two-day Ministerial
meeting begins today and
the 15-member Caribbean
Community (CARICOM)
grouping is being repre-
sented by newly appointed
CARICOM Chairman,
Prime Minister Perry
Christie of the Bahamas.

Yi said that since 2013,
Chinese President Xi
Jinping has visited Latin
American and Caribbean
countries and met with
leaders from the region
many times on interna-
tional and multilateral oc-
casions. “The two sides
have had in-depth ex-
change of views and
reached important agree-
ment on advancing collec-
tive cooperation between
China and Latin America
and the Caribbean,” he
said, noting that last year,
the Special Declaration on
the Establishment of the
China-CELAC Forum was
adopted by CELAC at its
summit in Cuba.

“It demonstrates the
shared desire of the Latin
American and Caribbean
countries to boost 
cooperation with China,
and lays a good foundation
for establishing the China-
CELAC Forum,” he said,
noting that in July last
year, the leaders of China
and Latin American and
Caribbean countries had
a successful landmark
meeting in Brazil.

“We are committed to
making the meeting a suc-
cess so that a good start
will be made for the
China-CELAC Forum and
for sustaining collective co-
operation between the two
sides,” he said, adding
“as there is much in com-
mon between the Chinese
dream and the Latin
American dream, it is now
the right time for us to join
hands and realize our
shared dreams.China will
work hand in hand with
Latin American and
Caribbean countries to
boost the comprehensive
and cooperative 
partnership between
China and Latin America
and the Caribbean,” he
added.

NASSAU, BAHAMAS –
During a thirty minute
meeting between
Bahamian Prime Minister
Perry G. Christie and
Chinese President Xi
Jinping, the Chinese
President announced an
agreement in principle
that would allow The
Bahamas to be a country
where debts involving in-
ternational parties can be
settled.He also announced
an agreement that would
allow the trading of
Residential Mortgage-
Backed Security(RMBS)
instruments to take place
in The Bahamas.

RMBS is a type of mort-
gage-backed debt obliga-
tion whose cash flows come

from residential debt,such
as mortgages,home-equity
loans and subprime mort-
gages.

This is good news for The
Bahamas and especially
the Financial Services
Sector that stands to ben-
efit substantially from the
introduction of this new fi-
nancial product and serv-
ice, making the Bahamas
jurisdiction only one of
three countries in the
world where RMBS 
transactions will take
place. Additionally, the 
government’s policy thrust
to create The Bahamas as
a center for international
arbitration is beginning to
bear fruit.

These new financial

products are in line with
the vision of incoming
Financial Services
Minister Hon. Hope
Strachan which is to “cre-
ate what we call a financial
hub.”The Minister recently
pointed out that the 
location of the Bahamas is
a strategic and competitive
advantage that creates 
opportunities for greater
international trade not
only within the western
hemisphere, but also in
Europe.

“We are very strategi-
cally placed in terms of
Central and South
America, North America
and even in terms of
Europe. We have the op-
portunity to increase our

trading opportunities.”
The Prime Minister and

his ministerial delegation
are in China this week to
attend the China/CELAC
Forum in addition to pur-
suing a number of projects
and initiatives on behalf of
the Bahamian people.
These projects include a re-
ciprocal air services agree-
ment involving Air China
and Bahamian registered
airlines;an indoor stadium
for youth development; an
agreement on technical
and research cooperation
between the Bahamas
Agriculture Marine
Science Institute (BAMSI)
and China’s Ocean
University and other in-
vestment opportunities.
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Prime Minister the Rt. Hon. Perry G. Christie (3rd from left) is pictured introducing his ministerial dele-
gation to the President of China at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing yesterday. Foreign Affairs
Minister Hon. Fred Mitchell, second from left, shakes hand with Chinese President Xi Jinping. Tourism
Minister Hon. Obie Wilchcombe is pictured far left.

KINGSTOWN,St.Vincent
– The St. Vincent and the
Grenadines government
yesterday denied a state-
ment by the United States
Department of Treasury
that a former Iranian na-
tional whose activities are
being closely monitored
had acquired local citizen-
ship.

Prime Minister Dr.
Ralph Gonsalves told a
news conference that the
Foreign Minister Camillo
Gonsalves “has been ad-
vised by me to inform the
US State and Treasury
Departments of these
facts”.

He told reporters that
“the records of the citizen-
ship and residency depart-

ment of the Office of the
Prime Minister showed
there are four Iranians by
birth who are granted citi-
zenship of St. Vincent and
the Grenadines”during the
period 1997-1998.

He said the citizenship
granted in 1997 was to the
10-year-old son of a 
medical practitioner and
his wife born in
Bangladesh.

Gonsalves said that the
medical doctor was em-
ployed at the hospital here
and that the son is now a
medical doctor now resid-
ing overseas while the
other three “Vincentians of
Iranian birth” are a 47
year-old barber, a 43-year-
old mother and a 20 year-

old son.
“Each of these four ap-

plications for citizenship of
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines was supported
by references from rep-
utable professionals in this
country. Of these four
Iranian born citizens of St.
Vincent and the
Grenadines,(the) one (who)
is a medical
practitioner…is the only
one of the four who cur-
rently has a valid passport
of St. Vincent and the
Grenadines.”

Earlier this week, the
Treasury Department said
that Hossein Zeidi, 49, is
among nine individuals
and entities under various
Iran-related authorities

under surveillance for their
“support of Iranian govern-
ment sanctions evasion 
efforts and human rights-
related abusers, including
those engaged in 
censorship”.

It said that Zeidi holds a
St. Kitts and Nevis pass-
port, number RE0003553
as well as St. Vincent and
the Grenadines citizenship
and he carries the alias
Hosein Zeidi and Hossein
Mansour Zeidi. He has a
United Arab Emirate
(UAE) national identifica-
tion number 444169.

“The Iranian govern-
ment contracted with Zeidi
and Seyed Kamal Yasini to
convert Iranian funds de-
nominated in non-Iranian

local currency into US dol-
lars,” the Treasury
Department said.

“To date, these individu-
als and their network have
effected the delivery of
hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in US dollar bank
notes to the Iranian gov-
ernment in violation of
E.O. 13622,” it added.

China to assist
C’bean and Latin
American
regions

China and Bahamas share welcomed
news for island’s financial services sector

Prime Minister Dr.
Ralph Gonsalves

St Vincent Government denies Iranian
national possesses passport, citizenship
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HOODED, black-clad gun-
men burst into the office of
provocative French satirical
magazine Charlie Hebdo yes-
terday, killing 12 – an attack
that could be a game chan-
ger, given that the terrorists
appeared well-armed, well-
coordinated and, since they
escaped onto the streets of
Paris, capable of striking
again.

While Europe is no stranger
to militant Islamist terrorism in
the age of al Qaeda and now
ISIS, this was no “lone wolf” at-
tack involving one person as has
happened in the past. The as-
sailants concealed their identi-
ties and seemed very organised,
right down to their getaway.

The fact they remained at

large on Tuesday night means
another bloodbath could happen
at any time, whether or not the
Charlie Hebdo attackers be-
longed to a larger group.

“We need to find the actors of
this terrorist act,” French Presi-
dent Francois Hollande said.
“They must be arrested and
brought before judges and con-
demned as quickly as possible.
France is shocked today.”

These developments come af-
ter heavily armed men entered
the Charlie Hebdo office in Paris’
11th district, close to Place de la
Bastille, and opened fire, SPG
police union spokesman Luc
Poignant stated.

A witness who works in the of-
fice opposite the magazine’s told
BFMTV that he saw two hooded

men, dressed in black, enter the
building heavily armed.

“We then heard them open fire
inside,with many shots,”he told
the channel.“We were all evacu-

ated to the roof. After several
minutes, the men fled,after hav-
ing continued firing in the mid-
dle of the street.”

One unsettling video, posted
to YouTube, shows two men
shooting on a Paris street, then
walking up to and firing point-
blank at a seemingly wounded
man as he lay on the ground.

Interior Minister Bernard
Cazeneuve said that all means
are being used to “ensure as
quickly as possible we can iden-
tify the (attackers) and (arrest
them), so that they can be pun-
ished with the severity that their
barbarous acts are worthy of”.

Security level raised
Prime Minister Manuel Valls

raised France’s security to its
highest level – “attack alert” –
after the Charlie Hebdo blood-
shed. That means there will be
reinforced security at media
company offices,major stores, re-
ligious centres and on public
transport, Valls’ office said in a
statement.

All available forces have been
mobilised, with civil and mili-
tary reinforcements as part of
this plan. In addition, regional
authorities have been instructed
to step up their vigilance.

US counterterrorism agencies
are looking at a number of
groups, including ISIS and al
Qaeda,that might be responsible
for the attack.Charlie Hebdo has
been singled out as a target for
Islamist extremists in al Qaeda’s
publication, Inspire.

Police impounded a black
Citroen in northeastern Paris
similar to the one purportedly
used by the attackers as a get-
away car. Video shows the vehi-
cle being towed from Porte de
Pantin, in Paris’ 19th district.

Investigators will do a com-
plete DNA work-up on the
Citroen, including soil signa-
tures that might suggest where
the gunmen came from, a

Western intelligence source
briefed said.

The same source said that
French authorities are search-
ing all travel records from the
past 17 days to see whether any
of the attackers entered the
European nation over the holi-
days. This includes checks at
Charles de Gaulle and Orly air-
ports, as well as whatever lim-
ited information is available
from train stations.

Charlie Hebdo is no stranger
to controversy for having lam-
pooned a variety of subjects, in-
cluding Christianity. But what
it’s done on Islam has gotten the
most attention and garnered the
most vitriol.

Its last tweet before yester-
day’s attack featured a cartoon of
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Bagh-
dadi and the words, “And, above
all, health.”

Earlier cartoons depicting the
Prophet Mohammed – depic-
tions that are deplored by
Muslims –- spurred protests and
the burning of the magazine’s of-
fice three years ago.

In November 2011, Charlie
Hebdo’s office caught fire the day
it was due to publish a cover
making fun of Islamic law.

A year later, in an interview
with Le Monde newspaper,
Charbonnier gave little indica-
tion that he planned to change
Charlie Hebdo’s ways.

“It may sound pompous,” he
said,“but I’d rather die standing
than live on my knees.”

His death, and those of seven
others, spurred a wave of sup-
port for the publication and its
practices around France and the
world.

This was evident on social
media,where a trend emerged of
people tweeting past covers from
the magazine as well as the
words “Je suis Charlie,” or “I am
Charlie.” Rallies also took place
yesterday evening, including one
in Paris’ Place de la Republique.

Twelve dead in
Paris Charlie
Hebdo attack,
manhunt on

ACCORDING to Indonesian of-
ficials, searchers have located
the tail section of the AirAsia jet
that crashed into the Java Sea
on December 28. The section
may hold the black box flight
recorders that could provide cru-
cial data on why Flight QZ8501
vanished from radar during its
flight from Surabaya to Singa-
pore with 162 people on board.

While there has been much
speculation about a possible
cause, officials have yet to come
up with any fact-based theory.

“We’ve found the tail that has

been our main target today,”
Fransiskus Bambang Soelistyo,
head of Indonesia’s search and
rescue operation, said during a
news conference in Jakarta.The
search team has not yet located
the recorders, however, and is
“still desperately trying” to do
so, said Soelistyo.

If it’s the “right part of the tail
section, then the black box
should be there,” Tony Fernan-
des, the airline’s chief executive,
tweeted after the announce-
ment. “We need to find all parts
soon so we can find all our guests

to ease the pain of our families.
That still is our priority.”

Search teams take advantage
of a let-up in bad weather to try
to reach the wreckage and re-
cover bodies. Forty bodies have
been recovered from the sea off
Borneo so far.

Numerous debris has been
spotted, including plane doors,
life jackets and safety slides.
Four large objects identified by
sonar are thought to be part of
the fuselage of the plane, resting
in about 100 feet of water and
therefore reachable by divers.

Searchers locate tail section of AirAsia
jet; may hold black box recorders

French Police officers gather outside the French satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo’s office,
in Paris, on January 7, 2015.

Indonesian search teams yesterday discovered the tail of the Indonesia AirAsia airliner that
crashed on December 28 into waters off Borneo with 162 people on board.
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LAWYERS representing a
woman who has alleged
Prince Andrew and law
professor Alan Dershowitz
had sex with her when she
was a minor are suing
Dershowitz for defama-
tion.

The lawyers accuse
Dershowitz of mounting a
media assault on their
reputation and character.

The development comes
a day after he began legal
proceedings to clear his
name. Both Buckingham
Palace and Dershowitz
deny the claims.

On Monday,Dershowitz
filed papers at a court in
Florida, where the case is
being heard, to contest
what he described as “ab-
solutely outrageous
claims”.

The former Harvard law
professor has asked for his
name to be removed from
documents which accuse
him and Prince Andrew of
having sexual relations
with Virginia Roberts,
known in court as Jane
Doe #3,who was under the
age of consent in the US at
the time of the alleged in-
cidents.

In media interviews,
Dershowitz accused Ro-
berts’ lawyers, Paul Cas-
sell and Bradley Edwards,
of “unethical” behaviour
warranting disbarment.

The pair said their rep-
utations had been dam-
aged by such comments
and that they were seek-
ing damages.

In response, Dershowitz
said he was “thrilled,” to
be sued as it would give
him an opportunity to dis-
prove the two.

The allegations against
Prince Andrew and Alan
Dershowitz emerged in ev-
idence submitted to a US
court in a case involving
financier Jeffrey Epstein.

Two women, referred to
as Jane Doe #1 and Jane
Doe #2, are suing the US
government. They argue
that it failed to protect
their rights when it en-
tered a plea deal with
Epstein,who spent time in
jail in 2008-9 for a sex of-
fence with a minor.

Two more – Virginia
Roberts and a woman
known as Jane Doe #4 –
now want to join the case.

Documents filed in a
Florida court last week al-
lege that Roberts was sex-
ually trafficked by
Epstein, who forced her to
make herself available for
sex to “politically con-

nected and financially
powerful people”.

Roberts claims she was
forced to have sex with the
prince on three occasions –
in London, New York and
on a private Caribbean is-
land owned by Epstein –
between 1999 and 2002,
when she was under age
according to US law.

Epstein and Prince
Andrew were formerly
friends and the pair were
photographed meeting in
December 2010, after the
tycoon had served his
prison sentence.

The prince later had to
apologise for his friend-
ship and stepped down as
the UK’s special represen-
tative for trade and invest-
ment.

Alan Dershowitz sued
in Prince Andrew 
sex abuse case

AS many as 15 million
Lankans will go to
polling booths today to
tick either symbol and
therewith choose a
president – either in-
cumbent Mahinda
Rajapaksa or his erst-
while health minister
Maithripala Sirisena.
The former is hoping
to win an unprece-
dented third term.

When Rajapaksa last
November announced
elections two years before
they were due, few were
surprised.

After all,he was the first
president to achieve what
none of his predecessors
had. He brought the 30-
year long civil war against
the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam (LTTE) to an
end in 2009.

The country’s ravaged
north and east saw as-
tounding development
with highways, railroads
and other essential serv-
ices in place. A third term
seemed assured.

In the meanwhile,
charges of corruption,
nepotism and an amass-
ment of personal wealth
cropped up against Raja-
paksa and many members
of his family.

Still, given Rajapaksa’s
huge support base in the
Sinhalese south, his re-
election seemed easy.

But, on November 22
last year, things took a
dramatic turn. Sirisena
crossed over to the opposi-
tion.

A stream of departures

followed, including that of
two Sinhalese nationalist
parties and a Muslim
party. Former president
Chandrika Kumaratunga,
too, came out of retirement
to lend support to Siri-
sena’s New Democratic
Front (NDF).

And just last week,
came the most surprising
announcement of support:
The Tamil National Alli-
ance (TNA), which had

never backed any party of
the ‘Colombo old guard’
with a Sinhalese voter
base.

No credible polls
There have been no

credible opinion polls so
far, and both sides claim
they will win.

But even if Sirisena
does, how are Tamil na-
tionalists who want max-
imum self-rule in the

north and east going to see
eye-to-eye with Sinhalese
nationalists who are bent
on not giving it to them?
How are Muslim parties
going to break bread with
Buddhist clerics after last
year’s growing attacks by
right-wing Buddhist
monks upon minority
Muslims?

“Having these parties
together is precisely the
way to resolve issues,” op-

position leader and chief
architect of the NDF,Ranil
Wickremasinghe, stated.
“This is not just about top-
pling Rajapaksa but
restoring a multi-party
democracy.”

In the days before the
poll, several incidents of
shoot-outs and intimida-
tion towards the opposi-
tional coalition were re-
ported from across the
country. Election ob-
servers from several coun-
tries including India re-
ceived hundreds of com-
plaints.

India’s former election
commission chief SY
Quraishi, heading an 11-
man team of election mon-
itors, said that there were
some stray incidents of vi-
olence and fraud in the
TNA-ruled Northern
Province but the mood
was upbeat.

“Some ruling party sup-
porters here were distrib-
uting copies of ballot pa-
pers which is illegal,”
Quraishi said, “Then,
there were some papers on
which the opposition’s
symbol of the swan had
been changed to a three-
wheeler in an obvious at-
tempt to confuse voters.”

But, he added reports of
the army trying to prevent
Tamils from voting were
“distorted”.

A day before the elec-
tion, the atmosphere at
Sirisena’s residence was
charged, and a little
chaotic with swarms of
supporters thronging his
office.

Result unclear as Sri Lanka votes today
Dershowitz and Prince Andrew are two of three well-known men named in court documents.

Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapaksa (centre) speaks during celebrations of
Sri Lanka’s 62nd Independence Day, as Commander of the Navy Admiral Thisara
Samarasinghe (right) and Commander of the Army Lieutenant General Jagath
Jayasuriya look on, in Kandy, 72 miles (116 km) from Colombo.
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A CAR bomb detonated
outside a Yemen police
academy yesterday,
killing dozens of people
and highlighting a
wave of violence that
has hit the capital in re-
cent months.

No group has claimed
responsibility, though
Yemen’s branch of Al Qae-
da, Al Qaeda in the Ara-
bian Peninsula (AQAP),
has carried out similar at-
tacks in the past. Sunni
AQAP has been battling
Shiite Houthi rebels who
took over Sanaa in Sep-
tember.

Victims of the latest
blast include police cadets
and people who were wait-
ing in line to enrol in the
school.Upwards of 30 peo-
ple are estimated to have
been killed and about 70
were wounded in the blast.

The police may have

seen an attack of this sort
coming. Muathe al-
Sharaei, a witness to yes-
terday’s bombing,said that
hundreds of people had
been lined up outside the
police academy, including
many who had camped out
for days in search of cov-
eted work. The police had
used water cannons sev-
eral days earlier in an at-
tempt to disperse the ap-
plicants, fearing that,after
another bombing else-
where in the capital, the
applicants were an easy
target for attack, Sharaei
said.

Sectarian violence,
which exploded after a
2011 uprising that led to a
change in Yemen’s govern-
ment, has worsened in re-
cent months since the
Houthi rebels seized the
capital.

And this isn’t the first

time security personnel
have been targeted by
large-scale terror attacks
in Yemen. More than 90
people were killed by a sui-
cide bomber in a 2012 mil-
itary parade, and that up-
wards of 50 died in an at-
tack on a military hospi-
tal last year. Both attacks
were claimed by AQAP.
yesterday’s bombing was
the deadliest attack on the
capital since October, The
New York Times reports.

At least 7 000 people
were killed in Yemen in
2014, three times the level
of deaths in 2011, when
popular uprisings against
former leader Ali Abdul-
lah Saleh began,according
to a recent report by a
Yemen-based think tank,
the Abaad Centre for Stra-
tegic Studies. That num-
ber includes about 1 200
civilians.

In addition, Houthi
fighters, believed to be
backed by Iran,have taken
over hundreds of tanks
and armoured vehicles
and are estimated to have
taken control over 70 per-
cent of the army in 2014,
Al Jazeera reports.

Analysts warn that the
rising power of the Hou-
this and backlash by
AQAP to US-led drone
strikes has allowed the
terrorist group to gain
strength and recruits.

The Houthis’ push into
largely Sunni regions of
central Yemen has pitted
the rebels against Sunnis,
to the benefit of Sunni al-
Qaida. While the group
has lost prominent figures
in drone strikes, the killing
of members of prominent
tribes in the strikes have
pushed them toward the
extremists.

Car bomb kills dozens in
Yemen capital

THE Hong Kong govern-
ment took another step to-
wards its plan of political
reform for the 2017 elec-
tions to the region’s chief
executive, which is very
similar to Beijing’s pro-
posal that sparked a wave
of pro-democracy protests

in the city last year.
Yesterday, chief secre-

tary Carrie Lam launched
the second round of the
process: A popular refer-
endum to determine the
methods for selecting the
chief executive candi-
dates.

However, Lam made it
clear that the candidates
would be vetted by a 1
200-member committee
backed by the Chinese
government.

The decision to form a
vetting committee taken
by China’s National Peo-

ple’s Congress’s Standing
Committee (NPCSC) on
August 31, 2014, was the
catalyst for the largest
pro-democracy protests
the city had ever wit-
nessed, in what was called
the “Umbrella
Revolution.”

Hundreds of thousands
of citizens took to the
streets on September 29
in an extended protest
that lasted over two
months.

“Constitutional develop-
ment must be built on the
basis of our basic law and
the decisions adopted by
(China’s) NPCSC, other
means would only be futile
and impractical, and the
aim of universal suffrage
for the chief executive
election would remain a
castle in the air,” Lam said
during her Wednesday
Legislative Council ad-
dress.

Democratisation
The proposals presented

by Lam focus on the nom-
ination process of the chief
executive candidates, but
denies citizens the right to
directly elect future can-
didates, who will instead
be pre-selected by the
Beijing-backed committee.

Instead, it allows people
to have a say in deciding
the method to be used by

the committee for the can-
didate selection.

During her address,
Lam emphasised that the
chance to elect the chief
executive by popular bal-
lot in 2017 is “an opportu-
nity that should not be
missed” and “the only way
to create a solid founda-
tion for further democrati-
sation”.

The third step of this
electoral reform, which
will begin in spring, will
be decisive in advancing
the government’s proposal
to implement universal
suffrage in Hong Kong, al-
beit with restrictions on
the free election of candi-
dates.

The proposal must be
approved by the Hong
Kong parliament in less
than three months, where
it will need a two-thirds
majority to pass.

China has already
warned that the reform
will be frozen for the 2017
elections in case the bill is
not enacted by the city’s
legislative council.

Hong Kong gov’t defies protests, goes ahead with political reform

SIX passengers, six crew
and their pilot managed
to abandon the plane
when it got into trouble,
as Helen Castles reports.

All 13 people on board a
small plane, including the
pilot, parachuted to safety
before the aircraft crashed
into a lake on New Zea-
land’s North Island.

The aircraft was taking
them on a tandem skydive
excursion over Lake Tau-
po when it suffered engine
problems, said the author-
ities.

No-one was seriously in-
jured,but the case is being
investigated.

A spokesman for the Ci-
vil Aviation Authority,
Mike Richards, said it was
a miracle no-one was
killed.

Loud bang heard
Taupo Mayor David

Trewavas said the had
plane lost power about 
1 300m off the ground and
the pilot called for the pas-
sengers to evacuate.

The plane was carrying
six crew who jumped with
the six passengers

strapped to them as
planned.

“All the precautions
were taken and they evac-
uated the plane safely.The
plane then crashed into
the lake at a place called
Loafer’s Paradise,”Trewa-
vas stated.

Roy Clements, chief ex-
ecutive of Skydive Taupo
which organised the trip,
said in a statement: “A
skydiving plane encoun-
tered an engine problem
shortly after take-off.

“All parachutes includ-
ing the pilot exited the
plane and landed safely,”
the statement added.

One witness told local
media he heard a loud
bang and then saw sky-
divers leaving the plane.

“It sounded like an en-
gine blowing up. It
would’ve been no longer
than 15 seconds between
the bang and when the
skydivers started jumping
out of the plane,” he told
the Herald.

“It was pretty amazing
that they could get out, it’s
amazing that they’re
safe.”

New Zealand
skydivers bail out
over Lake Taupo
as plane crashesYemen has been plagued by instability since the start of anti-government protests in 2011
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HOROSCOPES
BY HOLIDAY

ARIES (March 21-April 19) - You will have
greater than normal powers of discipline, but
don’t make yourself forgo the things you want
and need. Go easy on yourself! Before you
deprive yourself, decide what to use as a
replacement. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - You’ll be
tempted to say too much. When in doubt, hold
back. You’ll be admired for your discretion.
Your action will say enough and bring results
where words failed. 

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) - You have
extraordinary powers of perception. You
believe there is more going on than your eye
can detect, and by the end of the day, a mystical
experience will prove your theory. 

CANCER (June 22-July 22) - Before you get
busy, consider the possibility of doing
absolutely nothing. Stillness can be deceptively
productive. It is possible that you’ll attract all
you need through stillness. 

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - You make better
choices when a certain someone is there to
encourage and support you. The love in your
heart warms you from head to toe like hot
chicken broth on a cold day.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - You’ll be asked
to make a sacrifice in the name of love. It’s
probably a small concession, but it will set the
tone for the future, so go carefully into this. 

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Think about all
you’ve overcome. Things that used to bother
you don’t anymore. What used to scare you has
no emotional charge to it whatsoever. Love
has made you immune in some way. 

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - Don’t waste
your time dwelling on past mistakes. If you
disappointed yourself, chalk it up to
experience. You probably did the best you
could under the circumstances, and next time
you’ll do better. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - When
you have a feeling that the world is about to
contradict your best expectations and validate
your worst one instead, it’s time to get rid of
those expectations altogether. 

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - You are
self-sacrificing, but only for those few special
people who have your heart. There is nothing
you won’t do to make them smile, and when
they are happy, you are happy. 

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Avoid those
who seem unapproachable or standoffish. It’s
not your job to warm everyone up today, and
your time will be better spent on the genuinely
nice people. 

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) - You’ll
determine which sacrifices were worthwhile
and which ones not to make again. Tonight, you
really don’t need anything from your romantic
counterpart, and that is what makes the
situation so appealing for both parties. 
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A SYRIAN man and a
young boy died in
Lebanon as a rare
snowstorm yesterday
battered parts of the
Middle East, adding to
the misery of war
refugees from Syria.

The bodies of the two
Syrians, including the six-
year-old boy, were found
in the Shebaa region of
south Lebanon, the Red
Cross said.

A security source said
they were refugees cross-
ing the mountainous bor-
der between Syria and
Lebanon, where tempera-
tures plunged as low as
minus 7 degrees Celsius
(20 Fahrenheit).

State National News
Agency reported a third
person had died in the
mountains apparently of
exposure, but there was
no immediate confirma-
tion as a Red Cross source
said heavy snow was
hampering search opera-
tions.

The deaths came as a
major storm struck the
Middle East, hitting Syri-
an refugees living in
makeshift camps in Leba-
non, Jordan and Iraq.

Many refugees in Leba-
non were trapped in their
tents by snow, struggling
to stay warm in tempera-
tures hovering around
zero degrees.

The UN’s refugee agen-
cy distributed cash and
fuel coupons to over 
80 000 refugee families
ahead of the storm, which

forced the closure of all
Lebanese ports and
briefly shut Beirut’s inter-
national airport. Schools
stayed closed yesterday.

In Majdalun, close to
the eastern town of
Baalbek, around 40 tents
were cut off from sur-
rounding villages by a
thick layer of snow.

“There is a lack of food

and heating materials,”
said one man who stepped
out of his tent.

“We are asking charities
to intervene.We’re scared
the tents will collapse
under the weight of the
snow.”

Heavy snowfall also cut
several roads in moun-
tainous areas of Lebanon,
where more than a mil-

lion Syrians fleeing civil
war have sought refuge.

“I’ve been a refugee
here for two years but this
is the worst winter I’ve
seen,” said Mohammad al-
Hussein, who lives in an
east Lebanon camp with
his wife and five children.

“We feel humiliated,” he
added.

In Jordan, the UN chil-

dren’s fund, UNICEF, said
it would provide assis-
tance to more than 40 000
Syrian children in two
refugee camps.

“It is imperative to en-
sure that children are pro-
tected from the harsh
weather conditions,”
UNICEF representative
Robert Jenkins said.

And the International
Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Socie-
ties announced an emer-
gency winter appeal of
$19 million for Syrian
refugees in Iraq.

In Israel and the Pales-
tinian Territories, hun-
dreds of schools were
closed. Across Jerusalem,
streets were largely de-
serted and few people
ventured out to brave the
high winds and intermit-
tent rain.

Snow began falling
shortly after midday,
sending the last remain-
ing shoppers scurrying
back home as driving
sleet, thunder and light-
ning set in.

Lightning also struck
the control tower at Ben
Gurion airport near Tel
Aviv, officials said. The
tower immediately moved
to its backup system,
causing only a slight delay
to flights.

By mid-afternoon,
around 9 000 homes
across Israel were left
without power, army radio
said, largely due to trees
falling onto power lines
due to gale force winds.

Two dead in Lebanon as
snowstorm batters Mideast

TEMPERATURES across
much of the northern and
eastern US are plunging
to “dangerously cold” lev-
els, the National Weather
Service says.

High winds mean wind-
chill temperatures are
forecast to drop as low as
-50F (-45C) in Minnesota.

The freeze has led to the
closure or late running of
schools from north to
south, from the Dakotas
to Alabama.

Winter weather warn-
ings have been issued for
17 US states and for
Ontario and southern

Quebec.
In the north-east, tem-

peratures were expected
to drop further yesterday
following an arctic blast of
air that could produce
wind gusts of up to 40mph
(64km/h).

The National Weather
Service warned “danger-
ously cold air” across the
US combined with strong
winds could result in frost-
bite if residents don’t wear
hats, scarves and gloves.

New York Mayor Bill de
Blasio urged residents to
check in on neighbours
and relatives who may be

at risk.
School districts in

Indiana, Wisconsin and

Minnesota were also
closed because of the cold.

Meanwhile in

California, a winter heat
wave has temperatures
topping 80F (27C).

‘Dangerously cold’
temperatures and
snow across US

WHAT would compel a
15-year-old girl and her
11-year-old sister to al-
legedly shoot to death
their older brother?

Some mean treatment,
they told police.

The older girl claimed
her brother had beaten
her and locked her in her
room.When he fell asleep,
she got a gun out of her
parents’ room and shot
him, according to a police
report.

The 11-year-old alleged-
ly assisted her,authorities
said.

Both girls have been
charged with premedi-
tated murder and were to
appear in a Florida court
yesterday along with their
parents.

The two inadvertently
tipped off an officer to the
Monday shooting, when
they left their Columbia
County home and walked
to the town of White
Springs nearly four miles
away.

The 11-year-old called a
friend’s mother to tell her
that she had run away.
After the friend’s mother
arrived, she called police.

An officer came, and at
first, the older girl played
it cool, putting on makeup
while answering some
questions and dodging
others, the report said.

But then she broke into
tears and told the officer
about her brother.

Police contacted the
county sheriff. That eve-
ning, deputies went to the
family’s home to investi-
gate. They found the 16-
year-old boy’s body on the
living room floor.

The children’s parents,
Keith and Misty Korne-
gay, were out of town on a
truck driving job, but re-
turned immediately when
they received the news.

The three children and
an additional 3-year-old
daughter had been unsu-
pervised.

The parents were also
arrested and charged with
child neglect, the county
sheriff ’s office said. The
toddler is being cared for
by a child protection
agency. The case is still
under investigation.

In 2010, the sheriff ’s of-
fice visited the home on
reports of vandalism and a
civil matter.

Sisters
charged
with killing
older
brother

Syrian refugees stand amidst a snow storm at an unofficial camp on the road be-
tween Riyaq and Baalbek in Lebanon’s eastern Bekaa Valley, near the border
with Syria, on January 7, 2015.

Temperatures were expected to drop further yesterday.
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BILL GATES has drunk a glass of water
made from human faeces, to showcase
technology he said could provide clean
water in the developing world.

The Microsoft founder said he wanted
to begin sending processing plants
around the world after tests later this
year.

The project was welcomed by
WaterAid, which said that it could 
particularly help in urban areas.

According to the charity, some 748 
million people worldwide lack clean
drinking water.

In a video posted on his blog, Mr Gates
watched as the human waste was fed
into the processor, before drinking the
end product from a glass.

‘Sewer sludge’
“The water tasted as good as any I’ve had
out of a bottle. And having studied the
engineering behind it, I would happily
drink it every day. It’s that safe,” he wrote
in the blogpost.

In the video, the developer of the
Omniprocessor system, Peter Janicki,
says the raw “sewer sludge” is first
boiled, during which process the water
vapour is separated from the solids.

Those solids are then put into a fire,
producing steam that drives an engine
producing electricity for the system’s
processor and for the local community.

The water is put through a cleaning
system to produce drinking water.

“Why would anyone want to turn
waste into drinking water and electric-
ity?” Gates asked.

The answer, he wrote, was because
“diseases caused by poor sanitation kill

some 700 000 children every year, and
they prevent many more from fully de-
veloping mentally and physically”.

He added: “If we can develop safe,
affordable ways to get rid of human
waste, we can prevent many of those
deaths and help more children grow up
healthy.”

Sustainable services
According to a report released by the

World Health Organisation and Unicef
in 2013, data collected two years earlier
showed that 2.5 billion people worldwide
lacked “improved sanitation facilities”.

Figures from WaterAid suggest that
the number of people in the world with-
out access to safe water has fallen by
about 20 million since then.

The charity said that the technology
could “first and foremost benefit those
who already have some access to sanita-

tion, rather than those without”.
“If the technology can be rolled out at

a scale that makes it viable for smaller
investors or entrepreneurs, then this
could be a catalyst for changing the san-
itation landscape in urban areas in the
developing world,” said its sanitation
technical support manager, Ada Oko-
Williams.

WaterAid said the introduction of this
type of plant could “help to facilitate the
need to complete the sanitation cycle, by
creating a market for the creation of a
sustainable services around the safe col-
lection, transportation, treatment, dis-
posal, and indeed reuse of human
waste”.

‘Seed money’
Mr Gates said that a pilot of the
Omniprocessor was due to go ahead in
Senegal later this year and that he
hoped to begin sending working plants to
India and other countries soon after.

“If we get it right, it will be a good ex-
ample of how philanthropy can provide
seed money that draws bright people to
work on big problems, eventually creat-
ing a self-supporting industry.

“Our goal is to make the processors
cheap enough that entrepreneurs in low-
and middle-income countries will want
to invest in them and then start prof-
itable waste-treatment businesses.”

But he acknowledged that “the history
of philanthropy is littered with well-in-
tentioned inventions that never deliver
on their promise”, adding that he hoped
the planning undertaken on the
Omniprocessor project would mean that
it did not join this list.

Bill Gates drinks water distilled from human faeces

The Microsoft founder said the water “tasted as good as any I’ve had out of a
bottle”

THE US is confident that North
Korea was behind the Sony Pictures
cyber-attack last year because the
hackers “got sloppy”, the FBI has
said.

The bureau’s director James Comey
said the group posted material from
servers used exclusively by the North
Koreans.

November’s attack on the company saw
the leak of sensitive documents, and film
The Interview briefly shelved.

Cyber security experts have been scep-
tical about the FBI’s assertion North
Korea was to blame.

After Sony’s decision to temporarily
cancel the film’s release was described
by US President Barack Obama as “a
mistake”, Sony later released the film in
independent cinemas and also distrib-
uted it online.

Proxy use
The comedy’s plot revolves around a plan
to assassinate North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un.Pyongyang has denied being be-
hind the cyber-attack, but described it as
a “righteous deed”.

In retaliation, the US has placed 
sanctions on three North Korean organ-
isations and ten individuals.

The sanctions are believed to be the
first time the US has moved to punish

any country for cyber-attacks on a US
company.

Mr Comey had been addressing dele-
gates at the International Conference on
Cyber Security in New York. He said
there was evidence the hackers had used
proxy servers in an attempt to disguise
the attack’s origins, but sometimes neg-
lected to do so, revealing, the FBI believes,
the true location.

FBI: Sony Pictures
hackers ‘got sloppy’  

The FBI says the evidence points only
to one country– North Korea.

A “DEEPLY personal” picture of every
consumer could be grabbed by futuris-
tic smart gadgets, the chair of the US
Federal Trade Commission has
warned.

Speaking at CES, Edith Ramirez
said a future full of smart gadgets that
watch what we do posed a threat to
privacy.

The collated data could create a false
impression if given to employers,
universities or companies, she said.

Ms Ramirez urged tech firms to
make sure gadgets gathered the 
minimum data needed to fulfil their
function.

Losing respect
The internet of things (IoT), which will
populate homes, cars and bodies with
devices that use sophisticated sensors
to monitor people, could easily build up
a “deeply personal and startlingly
complete picture” of a person’s
lifestyle, said Ms Ramirez.

The data picture would include 
details about an individuals credit 
history, health, religious preferences,
family, friends and a host of other 
indicators, she said.

The granularity of the data that
could be gathered by existing devices
was without precedent, she said, and

likely to get more detailed as time
went on.

An individual’s preference for real-
ity TV or the History Channel could be
tracked by tablets or smart TV sets
and then shared with other organisa-
tions in a way that could prove damag-
ing, she said.

“Will this information be used to
paint a picture of you that you won’t
see but that others will?” she asked,
wondering if it would influence the
types of services people were 
offered, ads they were shown or what
assumptions firms made about their
lifestyle.

Privacy still important
The FTC boss acknowledged that the
IoT had the potential to improve
health and boost economic growth, but
said this should not come at the ex-
pense of individual privacy.

“I question the notion that we must
put sensitive consumer data at risk
on the off-chance a company might
someday discover a valuable use for
the information,” she said.

Data should only be gathered for a
specific purpose, said Ms Ramirez,
adding that any firm that did not re-
spect privacy would lose the trust of
potential customers.

FTC warns over data
grabbed by smart gadgets
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MOST of the world’s fossil
fuel reserves will need to
stay in the ground if danger-
ous global warming is to be
avoided, modelling work
suggests.

Over 80% of coal, 50% of gas
and 30% of oil reserves are “un-
burnable”under the goal to limit
global warming to no more than
2C, say scientists.

University College London re-
search, published in Nature
journal, rules out drilling in the
Arctic.

And it points to heavy restric-
tions on coal to limit tempera-
ture rises.

“We’ve now got tangible fig-
ures of the quantities and loca-
tions of fossil fuels that should
remain unused in trying to keep
within the 2C temperature
limit,” said lead researcher Dr
Christophe McGlade, of the
UCL Institute for Sustainable
Resources.

“Policy makers must realise
that their instincts to completely
use the fossil fuels within their
countries are wholly incompat-
ible with their commitments to

the 2C goal.”
Drilling in the Arctic is “incon-

sistent” with efforts to tackle cli-
mate change, according to the
study

Past research has found that
burning all of the world’s fossil
fuel resources would release
three times more carbon than
that required to keep warming
to no more than 2C.

The new study uses models to
estimate how much coal, oil and
gas must go unburned up to
2050 and where it can be ex-
tracted to stay within the 2C
target regarded as the threshold
for dangerous climate change.

The uneven distribution of re-
sources raises huge dilemmas
for countries seeking to exploit
their natural resources amid 
attempts to strike a global deal
on climate change:

•The Middle East would need
to leave about 40% of its oil and
60% of its gas underground

• The majority of the huge
coal reserves in China, Russia
and the United States would
have to remain unused

• Undeveloped resources of

unconventional gas, such as
shale gas, would be off limits in
Africa and the Middle East, and
very little could be exploited in
India and China

• Unconventional oil, such as
Canada’s tar sands, would be
unviable.

The research also raises ques-
tions for fossil fuel companies
about investment in future ex-
ploration, given there is more in
the ground than “we can afford
to burn”, say the UCL scientists.

“We shouldn’t waste a lot of
money trying to find fossil fuels
which we think are going to be
more expensive,” co-researcher
Prof Paul Ekins told the BBC.

“That almost certainly in-
cludes Arctic resources. It will
certainly include a lot of the
shale gas resources in Europe,
which have not really been ex-
plored or exploited at all.”

Golden age
Carbon capture and storage

would have only “a relatively
modest effect” on how much fos-
sil fuels can be used because of
its expense and late introduc-
tion, the scientists added.

Emma Pinchbeck,WWF-UK’s
head of energy and climate
change policy, said the study
showed “yet again that the 
majority of the world’s fossil fuel
reserves, and coal in particular,
must stay in the ground to 
stay within two degrees of
warming”.

Most fossil fuels
are ‘unburnable’  

The report raises huge dilemmas for countries seeking to exploit their natural resources.

ONE of eight new planets spied
in distant solar systems has
usurped the title of “most Earth-
like alien world”, astronomers
have said.

All eight were picked out by
Nasa’s Kepler space telescope,
taking its tally of such “exoplan-
ets” past 1 000.

But only three sit safely
within the “habitable zone” of
their host star – and one in par-
ticular is rocky, like Earth, as
well as only slightly warmer.

The find was revealed at a
meeting of the American
Astronomical Society.

Red sky
The three potentially habitable
planets join Kepler’s “hall of
fame”, which now boasts eight
fascinating planetary prospects.

And researchers say the most
Earth-like of the new arrivals,
known as Kepler 438b, is prob-
ably even more similar to our
home than Kepler 186f – which
previously looked to be our most
likely twin.

At 12% larger than Earth, the
new claimant is bigger than 186f
but it is closer to our tempera-
ture, probably receiving just
40% more heat from its sun than
we do from ours.

So if we could stand on the
surface of 438b it may well be
warmer than here, according to
Dr Doug Caldwell from the Seti
(Search for Extra-Terrestrial
Intelligence) Institute in

California.
“And it’s around a cooler [red

dwarf] star... so your sky would
look redder than ours does to
us,” Dr Caldwell said.

With the three new arrivals,
Kepler’s ‘hall of fame’ expands to
eight small, habitable-zone 
exoplanets

That first-person encounter,
however, is unlikely – both 
because the planet is 475 light-
years away and because we still
have essentially no idea what
it’s made of.

Images from the Kepler tele-
scope, which trails behind the
Earth and peers far into the dis-
tance as we orbit our own sun,
are used to identify far-off plan-
ets by observing “transits”.

This refers to the dimming of
a star’s light when a planet
passes in front of it.

A large team of researchers
then uses additional data from
Earth-bound telescopes to fur-
ther explore these unfamiliar
solar systems.

They try to calculate how big

the planets are, and how closely
they orbit their host stars.

Not everything that causes
such a dimming eventually
turns out to be a planet, how-
ever.

At the same time as the eight
confirmed new exoplanets were
announced by a 26-strong 
team spanning Nasa and 
multiple US institutions, the
Kepler mission’s own scientists 
released another tranche 
of more than 500 “candidate”
planets.

“With further observation,
some of these candidates may
turn out not to be planets,” said
Kepler science officer, Fergal
Mullally.

“Or as we understand their
properties better, they may
move around in, or even outside,
the habitable zone.”

‘Star Trek’ scenario
Even once scientists have
anointed a candidate as a con-
firmed exoplanet, the question
of whether or not it is “Earth-
like” is a fraught one, with fuzzy
boundaries.

The size of the habitable, or
“Goldilocks” zone, where a
planet is far enough from its sun
to hold water but not so distant
that it freezes, depends on how
confident scientists want to be
with their guess-work.

According to Dr Cardwell, just
three of the eight new exoplan-
ets can be confidently placed in
that zone – and only two of those
are probably rocky like the
Earth.

More detailed description is
very difficult.

“From the Kepler measure-
ments and the other measure-
ments we made, we don’t know
if these planets have oceans
with fish and continents with
trees,” Dr Caldwell told BBC
News.

“All we know is their size and
the energy they’re receiving
from their star.

‘Alien Earth’ is among eight new far-off planets

An artist’s view of Kepler 186f, which experts say has now been pipped as ‘most Earth-like’
known exoplanet.

      



DEAR JANE,
WHY isn’t anyone returning my
calls? I find that most people I
know, even people who are my
supposed friends and buddies,
usually don’t return my calls, or at
least right away. Also sometimes,
with new friends, they would re-
turn my calls but would stop in a
few weeks or months.

I don’t know if I’m rude or in-
considerate in some way, but I re-
ally do put inordinate effort to try
not to be. I try not to bore people,
too.

However Jane, I don’t know
what’s wrong. Can you help,
please?

DK

DEAR DK,
MAYBE you aren’t doing any-
thing wrong. Maybe it’s just
the sign of the times, because
let’s face it, most people aren’t
very good at returning calls
these days. If you don’t have
something they want right
then, oftentimes the calls take
a back seat to the more press-
ing matters at hand. Taking it
personal that someone isn’t

calling or e-mailing you back
straightaway is probably nat-
ural, but not practical. We are
living in a different day and
time now and the old days of
everyone returning calls im-
mediately has now changed
to, “I’ll call you back when I
can.”

People are busy and we can’t
and won’t all fit into each oth-
ers’ lives at the same level that
we’d like. Children and family
take priority over friends and
acquaintances, and workloads
and other responsibilities
come first before an active 
social life. Often now, the con-
versations have to be cut short
and continued later. It’s noth-
ing new for people to stop a
conversation midstream only
to promise to get-together
later. Interestingly enough,
people seem to be fine with it.

What you should do is 
instead of calling, stay 
connected with your friends
by text messaging, or make
use of social media networks,
such as Twitter and Facebook.

JANE
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Bridge

Need Advice?
Write to Ask Jane

c/o Advocate Publishers
(2000) Inc.

Fontabelle, St. Michael
or e-mail:

askjane@barbadosadvocate.com

Am I at
fault?

     

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=74311&ReturnUrl=mailto:askjane@barbadosadvocate.com


WITH his six-month
stint coming to an 
end, Marcos Falopa 
is pleading for more
time. Contracted by
the Barbados Football
Association in the post
of Technical Director
back in September of
last year, Falopa is say-
ing that he needs more
time to get the island’s
football product on the
road to recovery.

In an interview earlier
this week with The
Barbados Advocate,
Falopa explained that
things had been going
well during his time on

the island with several
programmes, workshops
and clinics put on under
his tenure. The Brazilian
has a wealth of expertise
and experience on both
sides of the sport as he
played professionally in
Brazil from 1964-1971
before hanging his boots
up to take on coaching
and technical roles. With
his work taking him
across the globe, Falopa’s
most reputable assign-
ment saw him as
Technical Director for
CONCACAF for seven
years.

His work in Barbados

spans the development of
football at the grassroots
level, development of 
futsal and beach soccer,
male and female national
teams and work with
academies, just to name a
few. Noting that he also
had an opportunity to
showcase Barbados on
the world stage, Falopa
said that a recent trip to
Switzerland proved fruit-
ful to expanding the
prospects for footballers
here.

“I represented
Barbados and Brazil at 
a big event in Geneva. I
gave a lecture on devel-

oping talents. Coaches
from the English football
FA and UEFA were in 
attendance. Managers
and FIFA’s Director of
Development attended as
well. We promoted the
football here.We also had
marketing discussion and
there were sponsors and
television broadcasters
from Arabia, Japan and
Italy, as the programme
covered the physiology of
sports and how to develop
all aspects of football.”

Stating that he would
be pleased to work in
Barbados longer as more
time was needed to assess

the feedback from the
programmes he had put
in place, Falopa said 
that he believed that
Barbadians had the ca-
pacity and the passion for
sports that should see
Barbados getting where
they needed to be in 
football.

“Two months ago I was
on the beach with the
Under-17 national team
to observe the training
and I saw that people like
sports. People run, people
swim, people love sports
here. From that, you can
get good results,” he said.

(MP)
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SPORTSSPORTS

AFTER getting off to a
hot start in their title 
defence for the 2014-15
season of the Banks/
Plus/BBC Purified Water
Henry Bernard Jackman
(HBJ) Masters Football
Tournament, Trents
came up against an im-
movable object when
they met up with their
latest competition.
Playing on Tuesday night
at the Speightstown
venue, they dropped
their first points for the
year after they came up
goal-less against Royalty.

The evening’s first
game saw Royalty knock-
ing three past the Trents
keeper, who had man-
aged to keep the goal 
concession to a minimum
prior. Jerry Alexander
had the first while
Michael Forde and
Michael Harewood added
one each for good meas-
ure to bring home the 
3-0 win.

Game 2 was somewhat
closer as Combined
Forces took a 2-1 win
over last season’s 
runners-up, Sunrise.
Jefferson White and
Basil Burke made good
on attempts for
Combined Forces, while
Mark Phillips scored 
the consolation for
Sunrise.

The competition con-
tinues today with a 
double-header at the
Speightstown field.
Combined Forces face off
with Exactly at 6:45 p.m.,
while Royalty are slated
to take on Youth Milan
at 8 p.m. (MP)

Trents
trumped
in HBJ
tourney

Falopa: More time needed

BFA Technical Director, Marcos Falopa (left), training with the National Senior team goalkeepers ahead of their CFU Caribbean Cup 
second round assignment last year.

WITH only a few more
days left before the start
of the 2015 West Indies
Cricket Board Nagico 
50-Over tournament to 
be held in Trinidad &
Tobago, the Combined
Campuses and Colleges
(CCC) have announced
their team.

Leading the team will
be Jamaican wicket-
keeper, Chadwick
Walton, and under his
charge will be players

from Barbados, St.
Vincent, Dominica,
Trinidad and Tobago,
and Jamaica.

Two of Barbados’
young players, Kyle
Hope and Kyle Mayers,
have made the cut in the
CCC team, which is
made up of a host of  
all-rounders.

The experienced Ryan
Austin is also on the
team, which is slated 
to come up against

Barbados in a practice
match today at the 3Ws
Oval at 2 p.m.

The full CCC team is
as follows:

PLAYERS:
Chadwick Walton (cap-

tain & wicketkeeper,
Jamaica)

Ryan Austin (Right
Hand Bat/Right hand Off
Spin, Barbados)

Cassius Burton (Right
Hand Bat/Right Hand

Leg Spin, Jamaica)
Keron Cottoy (Left

Hand Bat/Right Hand
Leg Spin, St. Vincent)

Kavem Hodge (Right
Hand Bat/Left Arm Spin,
Dominica)

Kyle Hope (Right Hand
Bat, Barbados)

Kyle Mayers (Left
Hand Bat/Right Hand
Medium-Fast, Barbados)

James McDonald
(Right Hand Fast,
Jamaica)

Paul Palmer (Left
Hand Bat/Right Hand
Off Spin, Jamaica)

Christopher Powell
(Right Hand Bat/Right
Hand Fast, Jamaica)

Rovman Powell (Right
Hand Bat/Right Hand
Medium, Jamaica)

Kristopher Ramsaran
(Left Hand Bat/Left
Hand Spin, Trinidad)

Shacaya Thomas
(Right Hand Bat/Right
Hand Medium, Jamaica)

Kesrick Williams
(Right Hand Bat/Right
Hand fast, St. Vincent)

MANAGEMENT:
Steven Leslie (Manager,
Barbados), Floyd Reifer
(Head Coach, Barbados),
Anthony Gray (Assis-
tant Coach, Trinidad),
Keshava Ramphal
(Assistant Coach,
Trinidad), Lee Ann
Johnson (Video Analysis/
Statistician, Barbados).

CCC name team for WICB Nagico 50-Over tournament
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CAPE TOWN – South African opener
Alviro Petersen announced his
retirement from international cricket
immediately after the team’s eight-
wicket win over the West Indies at
Newlands.

Petersen, 34, said he wanted “to move
on with his career” and will play county
cricket and for the Johannesburg-based
Lions for the next three years.

Petersen played 36 tests from 2010,

scoring 2,093 runs at an average of 34.88
with five centuries but has struggled for
form recently.

“The last couple of months were really
frustrating as I felt my form was there
but I would like to have scored more
runs,” he told a news conference.

Petersen, who also played for South
Africa in limited-overs formats,managed
just 86 runs in four innings in the three-
test series against the West Indies.

ST. JOHN’S, Antigua – This year’s
NAGICO Super50 Tournament opens
next Thursday in Trinidad & Tobago and
the West Indies Cricket Board has
decided to include a West Indies Under-
19 squad as one of the eight-teams taking
part.

The Tournament will be used by the
WICB to help assess the abilities and
the qualities of the available Under-19
talent as part of a long-term build-up for
the next ICC Under-19 World Cup next
year.

The Windies Under-19s have been
drawn in Group “B” next to the Jamaica
Franchise, Leeward Islands Hurricanes
and hosts Trinidad & Tobago Red Force.

The first stage of the Tournament will
be the group stage comprising a series of
non-elimination matches in each group –
each team will play every other team in
its group – with two matches being
contested daily at either the Queen’s
Park Oval, the T&T Cricket Board’s
National Cricket Centre in the central
Trinidad community of Couva, or Shaw
Park in Scarborough, the capital of
Trinidad’s sister island Tobago.

Following the group stage, the top two
teams in each group will progress to the
semi-finals at the Oval, where the group
winners play the runners-up from the
opposite group in a one-off match for a
place in the Grand Final on Sunday,
January 25 at the same venue.

SCHEDULE OF MATCHES
(All times – East Caribbean)

GROUP “A” – Barbados Pride, Combined
Campuses & Colleges, Guyana Jaguars,
Windward Islands Volcanoes
GROUP “B” – Jamaica Franchise, Leeward
Islands Hurricanes, Trinidad & Tobago Red
Force, West Indies Under-19s

Thursday, January 15
Zone “A”
Pride vs CCC – National Cricket Centre (9 a.m.
start)
Volcanoes vs Jaguars – Queen’s Park Oval
(1:30 p.m. start)

Friday, January 16
Zone “B”
Red Force vs Windies Under-19s – Shaw Park
(9 a.m. start)
Jamaica Franchise vs Hurricanes – Queen’s
Park Oval (1:30 p.m. start)

Saturday, January 17
Zone “A”
Volcanoes vs CCC –National Cricket Centre (9
a.m. start)
Jaguars vs Pride – Queen’s Park Oval (1:30
p.m. start)

Sunday, January 18
Zone “B”
Hurricanes vs Windies Under-19s – National
Cricket Centre (9 a.m. start)
Red Force vs Jamaica Franchise – Queen’s
Park Oval (1:30 p.m. start)

Monday, January 19
Zone “A”
Volcanoes vs Pride – Shaw Park (9 a.m. start)
Jaguars vs CCC – Queen’s Park Oval (1:30
p.m. start)

Tuesday, January 20
Zone “B”
Jamaica Franchise vs Windies Under-19s –
National Cricket Centre (9 a.m. start)
Red Force vs Hurricanes – Queen’s Park Oval
(1:30 p.m. start)

Thursday, January 22
1st semi-final
Winner Zone A vs Runner-up Zone B – Queen’s
Park Oval (1:30 p.m. start)

Friday, January 23
2nd semi-final
Winner Zone B vs Runner-up Zone A – Queen’s
Park Oval (1:30 p.m. start)

Sunday, January 25
Grand Final
Winner Semi-final 1 vs Winner Semi-final 2 –
Queen’s Park Oval (1:30 p.m. start)

Monday, January 26
Reserve day

THE International Cricket Council
(ICC) yesterday announced the 11-
member ICC Associate and Affiliate
Panel of International Umpires for
2015, which follows the annual
review and selection process.

Scotland’s Allan Haggo has joined
Sameer Bandekar, Kathy Cross, Mark
Hawthorne, Wynand Louw, Nigel
Morrison, David Odhiambo, Buddhi
Pradhan, Sarika Siva Prasad, Ian
Ramage and Courtney Young in the panel
for 2015.

The panel was named by the Associate
and Affiliate Selection Committee,which
comprises of Senior ICC Umpire and
Referees Manager Vince Van Der Bijl;
ICC Umpire and Referees Administration
Manager Adrian Griffith; ICC Regional
Match Referee David Jukes; and ICC
Development Events Manager Edward
Fitzgibbon.

The 53-year-old Haggo recently

officiated at Pepsi ICC World Cricket
League Division 4 in Singapore 2014,
including the final.

Ireland umpire Richard Smith, who
officiated during the ICC U19 Cricket
World Cup in Australia in 2012, has
stepped down from the panel, having
moved from Ireland. Smith joined the
panel in 2011, and officiated in six ODIs
and six T20Is, including the historic
Bangladesh in Netherlands tri-series in
2012.

The umpires on the ICC Associate and
Affiliate Panel of International Umpires
can be assigned to ODI and T20I matches
involving Associate and Affiliate
Members, ICC Cricket World Cup
Qualifiers and ICC World Twenty20
Qualifiers, as well as ICC
Intercontinental Cup matches, the Pepsi
ICC World Cricket League Championship
and Divisions, and other Associate and
Affiliate tournaments.

DHAKA – South Africa will play two
tests, three one-day internationals and
two Twenty20 matches on their
month-long tour of Bangladesh
starting in July, the Bangladesh
Cricket Board said on 
Tuesday.

The tour will start with the first T20
on July 5 in Mirpur, followed by the
ODI series and the test matches.

Chittagong will host the world’s top-
ranked test side in the first test from
July 21 with the second and final test
in Mirpur from July 30.

NAGICO Super50
Tournament set to start

ICC Region            Umpire          Country
Africa                   David Odhiambo     Kenya
Africa               Wynand Louw         Namibia
Americas              Courtney Young      Cayman Islands
Americas       Sameer Bandekar       USA
Asia               Buddhi Pradhan          Nepal
Asia             Sarika Siva Prasad      Singapore
East-Asia Pacific   Kathy Cross     New Zealand
East-Asia Pacific   Nigel Morrison     Vanuatu
Europe      Mark Hawthorne         Ireland
Europe     Ian Ramage                Scotland
Europe     Allan Haggo          Scotland

South Africa opener Petersen
retires from internationals

South Africa to tour
Bangladesh in July

IICCCC AAssssoocciiaattee aanndd AAffffiilliiaattee PPaanneell 
ooff IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall UUmmppiirreess 22001155

ICC announces Associate
and Affiliate Panel of
Umpires for 2015

South African opener Alviro Petersen.
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SYDNEY – Injured Australia captain
Michael Clarke said yesterday his
recovery from hamstring surgery was
ahead of schedule as he races against
the clock to be fit for next month’s
World Cup.

Clarke said he had begun running
since the surgery three weeks ago, after
suffering the injury in the first Test
win over India in Adelaide almost a
month ago.

Clarke, 33, is expected to be named
skipper of the 15-man Australian
squad when it is officially announced
on Sunday, but it is unclear when he
will be fit to return to the field.

Clarke has previously said he is
unlikely to be fit for Australia’s opening
match of the tournament against
England at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground on February 14.

But Clarke said he was experiencing
a quicker-than-expected recovery and
could yet be ready to play.

Speaking on Channel Nine’s
television coverage of the fourth Test
against India at the Sydney Cricket
Ground, Clarke said he was doing three

sessions of practice daily as he ramped
up his preparation for the World Cup.

“It’s going well, it’s feeling really
good,” Clarke said. “I’m slowly getting
back into my running, but I’m not
running too quickly.”

“I ’m three weeks post-surgery
yesterday and I’m happy, the surgeon is
extremely happy and the Australian
medical staff are happy.”

“I just have to make sure I don’t do
too much and progress as slowly as I
need to. But as it is, I’m ahead of
schedule and everyone is extremely
pleased.”

It has been a frustrating time for
Clarke after he overcame a left
hamstring injury to play the opening
Adelaide Test against India, but
suffered a flare-up of his degenerative
back condition on day one.

Clarke retired hurt, returning to the
crease the next day and completed a
courageous and well-received hundred.

Clarke then injured his right
hamstring while fielding on the final
day, with scans ruling him out of the
rest of the four-Test series.

WELLINGTON – Sri Lanka
captain Angelo Mathews could
only reflect on the old cricketing
adage that “catches win matches”
as poor fielding let his side down
in the second test against New
Zealand.

The hosts won the game by 193 runs
yesterday after completing a
remarkable fightback from 159 for five
in their second innings, but it was a
series of dropped chances that cost Sri
Lanka a series-levelling victory.

Kane Williamson and BJ Watling
combined for a 365-run sixth-wicket
partnership that allowed captain
Brendon McCullum to set Sri Lanka a
390-run target in just over a day’s play.

The visitors, who had been keen to
try to push for victory on the final day,
were dismissed for 196 just before tea,
giving New Zealand a 2-0 series win.

Mathews acknowledged that the
task would have been much less
daunting had they taken their
opportunities in the field, particularly
with Williamson, who was dropped on
29, 60 and 104.

Wicketkeeper Prasanna
Jayawardene also missed a stumping
when he had passed 200.

“We were able to put New Zealand
under pressure by the third day, but
we missed a couple of sitters and good
players make it count,” Mathews told
reporters.

“You can’t really drop those sitters
when you are on the way to winning
the game and you are desperate to win
the game. When you get your chances,
you can’t let it go.”

“New Zealand grabbed every
opportunity that came their way and
we didn’t and we have to pay the
price.”

“We just can’t keep repeating the
same old mistakes.”

Mathews had said prior to the test at
the Basin Reserve his side would push
for a win because, as he saw it, losing
1-0 or 2-0 was still a lost series.

The team had been confident of
chasing down the 345 runs they
needed on the final day, but when they
lost Kumar Sangakkara the fire fell
out of their chase.

The 37-year-old left hander, who
scored a majestic 203 in the first
innings, was initially given not out
when New Zealand appealed for a
caught behind decision, before the
hosts asked for a review.

Technology suggested he had got the
faintest of edges to the Trent Boult
delivery and Sangakkara left the
ground shaking his head in disbelief.

“Well to be honest, umpires have a
tough job at hand. You can’t really
comment on the DRS. You have to be
careful with that,” Mathews said
diplomatically. “That’s the way it goes
and unfortunately or fortunately we
have to take it as it comes.”

“Sanga’s wicket was the crucial one.
We had to build our partnerships
around him.”

Sri Lanka’s Mathews
rues dropped catches
in second test

Clarke recovery
‘ahead of schedule’
for Cricket World Cup

New Zealand 1st innings 221 (K.
Williamson 69; N. Pradeep 4-63)
Sri Lanka 1st innings 356 (K.
Sangakkara 203, D. Chandimal 67)
New Zealand 2nd innings 524 for 5 decl
(K. Williamson 242no, B. Watling 142no)
Sri Lanka 2nd innings (Overnight: 45-1;
Target: 390 runs)
D. Karunaratne c Rutherford b Craig 17
K. Silva c Craig b Bracewell 50
D. Prasad c Neesham b Boult 6
K. Sangakkara c Watling b Boult 5
L. Thirimanne not out 62
A. Mathews c Williamson b Bracewell 8
P. Jayawardene c Williamson b Craig 10
D. Chandimal c Watling b Craig 13
R. Herath lbw b Craig 0
S. Lakmal run out (Bracewell, Watling) 6
N. Pradeep b Southee 1
Extras (b-8 lb-6 nb-1 w-3) 18
Total (all out, 72.4 overs) 196
Fall of wickets: 1-42 D. Karunaratne,2-
51 D. Prasad,3-61 K. Sangakkara,4-94
K. Silva,5-110 A. Mathews,6-133 P.
Jayawardene,7-156 D. Chandimal,8-156
R. Herath,9-189 S. Lakmal,10-196 N.
Pradeep
Bowling
T. Boult 21 - 2 - 55 - 2(w-1), T. Southee
17.4 - 6 - 41 - 1, D. Bracewell 13 - 3 - 25
- 2(nb-1 w-2), M. Craig 18 - 8 - 53 - 4, H.
Rutherford 1 - 0 - 2 - 0, K. Williamson 2 -
0 - 6 - 0
Referees
Umpire: Steve Davis
Umpire: Richard Illingworth
TV umpire: Bruce Oxenford
Match referee: Chris Broad
Result: New Zealand won by 193 runs

SCOREBOARD
Sri Lanka captain Angelo Mathews.
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WEST INDIES may have
lost the recent Test series
against South Africa 2-0, but
Windies Coach Stuart
Williams believes there
were some positive signs for
the regional side.

“If you look back, we had two
centuries, Marlon [Samuels] av-
eraging over 50 in the series,
and in the first innings of this
game we actually bowled out
South Africa. There were three
run outs in the innings, and
that is very rare. So we had
some positives. Even though we
didn’t have a bowler who took
five, six or seven wickets, we
still worked as a unit in this
game,” said Samuels.

West Indies were bowling
quite well late on the fourth
day, and had even accounted for
the wicket of South African
bowler Alviro Petersen, when
rain brought a premature end
to the day’s proceedings.

However, Williams is not using
the rain as an excuse for the
West Indies’ demise.

“That is the elements of rain
and we can’t use that as an ex-
cuse. You can’t play cricket in
rain, unless you are going to
play indoors, so we are quite fo-
cused. I would say there were
moments where we played
badly.Throughout the whole se-
ries, our lower order never re-
ally fought up, and we spoke
about it,” said Williams.

The West Indies and South
Africa will contest three
Twenty20 Internationals, the
first of which is scheduled for
Friday January 9 at Newlands
in Cape Town. (PG)

Still some positives
from series

Marlon Samuels was consis-
tently tested by South
Africa’s fast bowlers on the
fourth day.



LONDON – The Korean
Formula One Grand Prix
has been formally dropped
from the 2015 calendar
after its surprise inclusion
last month for contractual
reasons.

A revised 20-race
calendar, starting in
Australia on March 15,
appeared on the governing
International Automobile
Federation’s website
(www.fia.com).

An FIA spokesman
confirmed the race had
been removed because it
was not viable.

That came as no shock,
with the sport’s
commercial supremo
Bernie Ecclestone telling
reporters in December
that the local South
Korean promoters did not
want to hold the May 3
race but he had to include
it for legal reasons.

“We have a contract

with Korea. We have to
put it on the calendar,” he
said then. “If we hadn’t
have done they could have
sued us. We let them off
for a year on the
understanding they would
be back.”

The race, first hosted at
the southern Yeongam
circuit in 2010, did not

take place last year.
The decision to axe it

again from what would
have been a record 21-race
list leaves a three week
gap between Bahrain on
April 19 and Spain on
May 10.

Some Formula One
teams had seen the
decision to include the

Korean race as simply a
means of allowing teams
to have five engines per
car this season and avoid
a planned reduction to
four.

The wording of the
regulations had stipulated
that the teams could have
five engines if the
calendar “as originally

scheduled” had more than
20 races.

That move was subse-
quently rendered unneces-
sary by a decision to allow
limited in-season develop-
ment for the existing
engine manufacturers,
although McLaren’s new
partners Honda will not
benefit from it.

SYDNEY – An emotional
David Warner fought
back tears on his way to
his 12th test century on
Tuesday as he
remembered his late
team mate Phillip
Hughes.

The dashing opener
smashed 101 off just 114
balls to lay the
foundation for Australia’s
opening day total of 348
for two in the fourth and
final test against India at
the Sydney Cricket
Ground, the same venue
where Hughes was fatally
injured by a bouncer in a
first-class match in
November.

Cricket Australia
unveiled a memorial
plaque outside the home
side’s dressing room on
Monday as the Hughes
family watched both
teams pay tribute to the
left-hander before the
game began.

“I had a tear in my eye
this morning when I
walked out to warm up
and I saw Greg (Hughes’
father) and (sister) Megs
up in the stands,” Warner
later told reporters.

“It’s fantastic for them
to be here. The hurt and
the pain they’ve gone
through and how much it
would have hurt them to

come back today – it’s just
courageous for them to be
here.

“And I applaud them
for making the effort to
come down, it’s fantastic.
I had a minute to myself
when I came back off.

“I had my head in a
towel and I had to dig
deep and go out there and
bat the way I know I can
and try and clear my
mind. It was tough, but I
got out there and got back
on the horse which we
should be doing.”

Warner, who scored
centuries in both innings
in the first test in
Adelaide, also paused to
kiss the pitch and signal
to the sky when he
reached 63, the score
Hughes was on when he
was hit by the rising
delivery.

Australia’s opening
stand of 200 between
Warner and Chris Rogers,
who has indicated that
the SCG test might be his
last at home, gave
Australia the ideal
launchpad for a huge
first-innings total.

Warner praised the 37-
year-old Rogers, who
compiled his fifth
successive half-century in
the series but fell
agonisingly close of a
hundred on 95.

“The thing I’m most
proud of is actually
putting up a double
century partnership with
Bucky (Rogers), our first
one,” Warner said. “We
bat very well together
and I think that’s the
highlight today for me.

“I looked at his
numbers the other day –
70 first-class hundreds
and over 20,000 first-
class runs. It’s a fantastic
career. He’s batting the
best he has in the last 18
months that I’ve seen.”

FOR RENT
3 Bedroom Wall House in 
Clevedale, Black Rock, 

St. Michael

Wrought Iron Bars & Fence.
Good Condition

Tel: 438-2554
249-1863

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

LOTS

Lowthers, Christ Church
4,712 sq. ft. $105,000.00

Tichbourne, St. Michael
7,455 sq. ft. $151,000.00

Fortesque, St. Philip
5,927 sq. ft. $125,000.00

Connelltown, St. Lucy
9,768 sq. ft. $150,000.00

Durants, Christ Church
5,250 sq. ft. $185,000.00

Bagatelle, St. James
11,215 sq. ft. $280,000.00

Clermont, St. Michael
10,500 sq. ft. $315,000.00

Drax Hall, St. George
14,349 sq. ft. $375,000.00

PROPERTIES

Boarded Hall Greens (Town 
houses) From $228,800.00 to 
$461,900.00

Hopewell, Christ Church
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms
6,630 sq. ft. $350,000.00

Fairfield Cross Road, St. Michael
Building 1 - 3 Bedrooms 1 Bath-
room Building 2 - 2 Bedrooms 1 
Bathroom 4,736 sq. ft.
$300,000.00

Apes Hill, St. James
4 Bedroom 3 Bathroom 2 storey 
building 4,367 sq. ft.
$350,000.00

Husbands, St. James
3 Bedroom 2 Bathroom two sto-
rey building 5,783sq. ft.
$600,000.00

Bournes Village, St. George
4 Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms two 
storey building 3,191 sq. ft.
$471,000.00

Grazettes Court, St. Michael
3 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms build-
ing10,842sq.ft. $550,000.00

FOR RENT

Sea Grape Drive, St. Philip 
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathroom Apart-
ment $1,600.00 monthly

Contact: Telephone 
(246) 432-7191 

Website: www.creis.com

AUCTION SALES

CARL HOLLIGAN 
GRADUATE OF THE OHIO 
SCHOOL OF AUCTIONEERING

WE WILL SELL BY AUCTION 
ON THURSDAY 08/01/2015 
THE FOLLOWING DAMAGED, 
VEHICLES:- 

ONE 2010 NISSAN URVAN 
(HIGH ROOF) at Courtesy Ga-
rage at 1:20pm

ONE 2001 TOYOTA PLATZ, 
ONE 2002 MAZDA LANTIS at
Auto Rescue at 1:35pm

ONE 2005 DAIHATSU HIJET 
VAN, ONE 2003 MITSUBISHI 
L200 PICK UP, ONE 2002 TOY-
OTA FIELDER at ICBL Crash 
Lot at 1:45pm

ONE 2003 TOYOTA COROLLA, 
ONE 1998 TOYOTA COROLLA
at Keith Jones Garage at 
2:10pm

ONE 2001 MITSUBISHI CEDIA, 
ONE 1999 MITSUBISHI 
LANCER at Gabriel Downes Ga-
rage at 2:35pm

ONE 1995 FREIGHT LINER 
TRACTOR UNIT at #28, 
Belle,Plantation Road, St. Mi-
chael at 3:00pm

ONE 1996 TOYOTA COROLLA
at Champion Auto at 3:25pm

Terms Draft/ Certified Cheque
Carl/ Trevor Holligan

Tel: 233-1818/ 247-2906

NOTICES

CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES

CAPSTONE 
CONSTRUCTION
INCORPORATED

Construct Wood & Wall Houses

House & Roof Repairs

Renovations & Extensions

Tree Trimming & Cutting

Tel:(246)267-1600

TUITION
May/June Exam help with 

Barnes CXC Account 
preparation class.

Saturday or Sunday 
Bridgetown location

Call:837-0863
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Emotional Warner lauds
Hughes family for SCG return

Korean Grand Prix dropped from F1 calendar

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=74311&ReturnUrl=http://www.fia.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=74311&ReturnUrl=http://www.creis.com
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Effective October 8th, 2012, the market price of a security listed on the board of the BSE will only change if a quantity of shares traded (in a single trade) 
is greater than or equal to the threshold amount (volume limit) as stated in the table below. For more information please visit the downloads section of 
our website - www.bse.com.bb

BARBADOS STBARBADOS STOCK EXCHANGEOCK EXCHANGE

COMPANY LAST TRADE VOLUME HIGH LOW LAST CURRENT PRICE BID ASK BID ASK 

DATE CLOSE CLOSE CHANGE PRICE PRICE SIZE SIZE 
ABV Investments Inc. 20-Oct-14 - - - $0.32 $0.32 - $0.02 $0.30 100,000 10,000

BICO Limited 04-Dec-14 - - - $1.65 $1.65 - $1.65 - 300 -

Banks Holdings Ltd. 03-Dec-14 - - - $2.90 $2.90 - - $2.89 - 62,915

Barbados Dairy Industries Ltd. 21-Aug-14 - - - $1.50 $1.50 - - $1.60 - 803

Barbados Farms Ltd. 11-Dec-14 - - - $0.50 $0.50 - $0.25 $0.83 20,000 26

Cable and Wireless Barbados Ltd. 05-Jan-15 - - - $3.00 $3.00 - $2.50 $2.55 500 1,392

Cave Shepherd and Co. Ltd. 12-Dec-14 - - - $3.00 $3.00 - $3.01 $3.68 194 4,000

FirstCaribbean International Bank -* 12-Nov-14 - - - $1.80 $1.80 - $1.85 $1.90 50 8,000

Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 07-Jan-15 4,381 $0.22 $0.22 $0.22 $0.22 $0.00 $0.17 $0.22 16,333 619
- Dev Fund

Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 07-Jan-15 5,000 $0.54 $0.54 $0.50 $0.54 $0.04 $0.54 $0.55 714 16,333
- Value Fund

Goddard Enterprises Ltd. 06-Jan-15 - - - $6.34 $6.34 - $6.35 - 219,800 -

Insurance Corporation Of Barbados Ltd. 17-Dec-14 - - - $2.41 $2.41 - $2.45 $2.59 251 4,440

Jamaica Money Market Brokers Limited 05-Nov-14 - - - $0.15 $0.15 - $0.10 $0.30 5,000 4,550

Emera (C’bean) Incorporated 5.5% Pref 08-Dec-14 - - - $3.30 $3.30 - $3.11 - 1,728 -

Emera (C’bean) Incorporated 23-Dec-14 - - - $25.70 $25.70 - $21.75 $25.70 212 1,112

Massy Holdings Ltd. -* 06-Jan-15 - - - $20.00 $20.00 - $20.00 - 60,000 -

One Caribbean Media Limited 03-Sep-14 - - - $6.20 $6.20 - $6.90 $8.25 4,000 1,000

Sagicor Financial Corporation Pref  6.5% 05-May-14 - - - $2.26 $2.26 - $2.26 - 1,589 -

Sagicor Financial Corporation 06-Jan-15 - - - $1.80 $1.80 - $1.75 $1.80 3,500 122,613

The West Indies Rum Distilleries Ltd. 18-Nov-14 - - - $8.00 $8.00 - - $8.00 - 4,870

Trinidad Cement Ltd. 21-Aug-14 - - - $0.80 $0.80 - - $2.00 - 1,100

West India Biscuit Co. Ltd. 26-Aug-14 - - - $10.46 $10.46 - $13.00 - 1,000 -

TOTAL SHARES BOUGHT & SOLD 9,381 

-* = Security is Trading X-Div
*+* = Security is Suspended
** = Rights Issued

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A Fund 21-May-12 $10.50 $10.50 $10.50 100

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A1 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $10.50 100

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A2 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $10.50 100

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A3 Fund 18-Dec-13 $10.00 $10.00 $10.50 100

Last Trade    Bid Ask Bid Ask
Date Price Price Size Size

B’dos Government Debenture 4.75% 2016 29-Aug-14 $101.00 7,000
B’dos Government Debenture 6.625% 2018 27-Jun-14 $105.50 30,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7% 2017 29-Aug-14 $103.00 122,000
B’dos Government Debenture 7.25% 2028 20-Oct-14 $100.00 105,000
B’dos Government Debenture 7.75% 2025 16-Sep-14 $107.00 43,000
Barbados Government T/Note 6% 2016 20-Nov-14 $103.00 41,000
Barbados Government T/Note 6% 2017 16-Sep-14 $105.00 15,000

MUTUAL FUND
January 7, 2015

ENDED NAME OF FUND NAV OFFER BID NAV
CHANGE

02-Jan-15 REPUBLIC CAPITAL GROWTH FUND w   1.5089 0.0056
02-Jan-15 REPUBLIC INCOME FUND -* w   1.4908 0.0093
02-Jan-15 REPUBLIC PROPERTY FUND w   1.2666 0.0015
25-Dec-14 CLICO BALANCED FUND INC. w   1.299 0.0000
02-Jan-15 FORTRESS CARIBBEAN GROWTH FUND      w   4.8157   4.8157 4.8157  0.0334
02-Jan-15 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - ACC.     w  1.8488 0.0075
02-Jan-15 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - DIST.    w   1.0067 0.0041
30-Nov-14 ROYAL FIDELITY SELECT BALANCED FUND m 4.6900  4.6900 4.5962    0.0233
30-Nov-14 ROYAL FIDELITY STRATEGIC GROWTH FUND m 0.8321  0.8321 0.8155    0.0048
30-Nov-14 ROYAL FIDELITY PREMIUM INCOME FUND  m   1.4173   1.4173 1.3889   0.0074
02-Jan-15 SAGICOR GLOBAL BALANCED FUND w    2.28 0.00
02-Jan-15 SAGICOR SELECT GROWTH FUND w    1.27 -0.01
02-Jan-15 SAGICOR PREFERRED INCOME FUND -       w    1.04 0.00

* Indicates the Fund is currently ex-div

NOTES:   QUOTATIONS AND NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE ARE SUPPLIED BY THE
FUND MANAGEMENT.  THE OFFERING PRICE INCLUDES NET ASSET VALUE PLUS
ENTRY COSTS.      

m = monthly valuation, q = quarterly valuation,     w = weekly

Regular Market
Security Volume High Low Price Advance/

DECLINE

FORTRESS C'BEAN PROP. FUND - VAL FUND     5,000 $0.54 $0.54 $0.54 $0.04
FORTRESS C'BEAN PROP. FUND - DEV FUND     4,381 $0.22 $0.22 $0.22 $0.00

BARBADOS STOCK REPORT
January 7, 2015

One security advanced and one traded firm as 9,381 shares traded on the Regular Market, with a total value of $3,663.82. Fortress
Caribbean Property Fund - Value Fund was the volume leader trading 5,000 shares at $0.54 to close up four (4) cents. They were
followed by Fortress Caribbean Property Fund - Development Fund which traded 4,381 shares at $0.22.

JUNIOR MARKET

Fixed Income

SHARE SUMMARY INFORMATION
January 7th, 2015

INDICES
TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING CHANGES

January 7, 2015 January 6, 2015
Local  2,138.20 2,137.26 0.94 
Cross-list 1,706.54 1,706.54 -   
Composite 611.40 611.23 0.17 

MARKET CAPITALISATION (in millions) 

TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING             CHANGES 
January 7, 2015 January 6, 2015

Local  5,366.67 5,367.18 (0.50)
Cross-list 2,849.60 2,849.60 -   
Composite 8,216.27 8,216.78 (0.50)                  

NEWS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The West India Biscuit Company Limited - Directors have fixed
December 22nd, 2014 as the record date for the determination of
shareholders entitled to receive notice of the Annual General Meeting of
the Company which will be held on January 30th, 2015.

Goddard Enterprises Limited - Notice is hereby given that the Annual
General Meeting of the Company which will be held on January 30th,
2015.

Massy Holdings Limited - Notice is hereby given that the Annual
General Meeting of the Company which will be held on February 6th,
2015.

BSE NOTICE
Emera (Caribbean) Incorporated - Subsequent to the material notice
of December 29th, 2014 advising of the name change of Light and
Power Holdings Limited to Emera (Caribbean) Incorporated, the  BSE
wishes to advise that the symbols for the securities associated with the
former Light and Power Holdings Limited (LPH and LPH55) have been
changed - Emera (Caribbean) Incorporated - ECI and Emera
(Caribbean) Incorporated 5.5% Pref - ECI55.

CANCELLATION OF SHARES
Emera (Caribbean) Incorporated – We wish to announce that 106,265
shares in Emera (Caribbean) Incorporated were re-purchased by the
company and cancelled by the Barbados Stock Exchange Inc.

DIVIDEND DECLARATION
Massy Holdings Limited - Directors have declared a final dividend of
one dollar and thirty-nine (1.39) TT cents per share to be paid on
January 20th, 2015 to Shareholders on record at close of business on
January 2nd, 2015.

FirstCaribbean International Bank Limited - Directors have declared
a final dividend of one point five (1.5) US cents per share to be paid on
January 30th, 2015 to Shareholders on record at close of business on
December 18th, 2014.

Cave Shepherd and Company Limited - Directors have declared a
final dividend of six (6) cents per share to be paid on February 27th,
2015 to Shareholders on record at close of business on February 13th,
2015.

Goddard Enterprises Limited - Directors have declared a final
dividend of fourteen (14) cents per share to be paid on February 27th,
2015 to Shareholders on record at close of business on January 30th,
2015.

SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT 

ALMOND RESORTS INCORPORATED 3,500 LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 5.5% Pref 100 

BANKS HOLDINGS LIMITED 4,000 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION 6.5% Pref 7,500 

B'DOS DAIRY INDUSTRIES LIMITED 300 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION 10,000

B'DOS FARMS LIMITED 1,500 THE WEST INDIES RUM DISTILLERY LIMITED 300

BICO INDUSTRIES LIMITED 100 WEST INDIA BISCUIT COMPANY LIMITED 300 

CABLE & WIRELESS (BARBADOS)
LIMITED

9,000 JAMAICA MONEY MARKET BROKERS LIMITED 10,000 

CAVE SHEPHERD & COMPANY LIMITED 1,500  NEAL & MASSY HOLDINGS LIMITED 6,500 

FIRSTCARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

10,000 ONE CARIBBEAN MEDIA LIMITED 4,000 

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
DEV FUND 3,500 TRINIDAD CEMENT LIMITED 10,000 

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
VALUE FUND

3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A FUND  100

GODDARD ENTERPRISES LIMITED 3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A1 FUND 100

INSURANCE CORPORATION OF
BARBADOS LIMITED

2,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A2 FUND 100

LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 1,000 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A3 FUND 100

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=74311&ReturnUrl=http://www.bse.com.bb
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GAINESVILLE, Fla. – Florida’s issues
go way beyond depth.

Yes, the Gators (7-6) have played short-
handed much of the season, with guard
Eli Carter, forward Dorian Finney-Smith,
Duke transfer Alex Murphy and center
Chris Walker missing games.

Coach Billy Donovan’s team,which lost
four senior starters from last year’s Final
Four team, also has had, at most, just
nine scholarship players available.

So bodies have been a problem.
But it’s not that simple for the Gators,

who have blown double-digits leads in
the second half against Miami, Kansas
and Connecticut, and have their most
losses heading into Southeastern
Conference play since the 1974-75 season.
Florida begins conference play
Wednesday at South Carolina.

“There is still a lot of basketball left to
play,” Donovan said Monday.“Things can
change. But do I think this is doing to
change this year based on what I’ve seen
so far? I don’t know. I don’t know. Now,
we’re going to keep cranking and working
at it to get that mindset and try to change
it and get them in a better place.”

“But I think you’d all agree right now
that what we’ve done up to this point has

not warranted getting in the NCAA
tournament. I don’t think anyone here
would disagree with that.”

Florida played a challenging, non-
conference schedule that also included
games against North Carolina and
Georgetown.

But the Gators lost every meaningful
matchup, leaving them ranked No.144 in
RPI heading into league play. That’s
ahead of only Missouri (177) and
Mississippi State (219) among the SEC’s
14 teams.

Here are some of the key concerns:
-Point guard Kasey Hill has been

mostly inconsistent, failing to reach
double digits in points in 11 of 13 games
and showing little, if any, improvement
with his jump shot.

-Frazier’s three-point shooting is down
nearly ten percentage points from his first
two years,and although his rebounds and
assists are up, he’s struggled to develop
much more than an outside shot.

-Walker has fallen well short of
expectations. Once considered an NBA
lottery pick, the 6-foot-10 sophomore’s
weaknesses become more apparent the
more he plays.

ANDREW LUCK passed for 376
yards and a touchdown as the
Indianapolis Colts cruised past the
Cincinnati Bengals 26-10 for an
AFC wildcard playoff victory on
Sunday.

The AFC South champion Colts (12-5)
will play at the Denver Broncos in next
Sunday’s divisional game.

Cincinnati (10-6-1), missing top
receiver A.J. Green and tight end

Jermaine Gresham due to injuries, was
limited to a field goal after a first-quarter
touchdown.

The Bengals did not have a first down
in the third quarter and suffered their
seventh consecutive playoff loss.

Indianapolis surged ahead 20-10 in the
third quarter on Luck’s 36-yard
touchdown pass to Donte Moncrief.Adam
Vinatieri added two of his four field goals
to put the game out of reach.

DEFENSE let Alabama down at times
after years of powering the Crimson Tide
to wins and titles.

The result was a team that got caught
up in a couple of shootouts, gave up too
many big plays and finally succumbed to
Ohio State 42-35 in the playoff semifinals
last Thursday night in New Orleans.With
Lane Kiffin’s offense piling up yards and
points, this wasn’t vintage Alabama,
except for the winning and contending.

Tide coach Nick Saban’s team fell short
of the national championship game and a
shot at its fourth title in six years. The
group might actually have overachieved in
winning 12 games and the Southeastern
Conference title simply because of a
defense and offensive line that weren’t as
dominant as they had been in recent years.

“This team excelled all year long,”Saban
said.“They kept Alabama in the forefront
of college football everywhere in the

country, based on the hard work and the
improvement that they made throughout
the season.”

“So I’m very proud of what this team
was able to accomplish.”

Alabama’s unprecedented six-year run
as the league’s top defense ended,and the
Tide ranked 58th nationally defending the
pass.

Then Blake Sims, who hadn’t been
prone to big mistakes, threw three
interceptions in both the regular-season
finale against Auburn and the Sugar
Bowl.

“We turned the ball over a lot,” tailback
T.J. Yeldon said. “It killed us last year. It
killed us this year. Coming into a bowl
game, you’ve got to take care of the ball.”

Now come ‘Bama’s two offseason rituals:
The wait to see which juniors will leave to
enter the NFL draft and how many blue-
chip recruits sign with the Tide.

Colts roll past
outmanned Bengals
for wildcard victory

Floundering Florida has more
problems than just depth

Alabama’s season marred by vulnerable defense

Colts head coach was full of praise for Luck, who threw a fantastic 36-yard pass
on the run to Donte Moncrief.

Connecticut's Rodney Purvis (44) shoots in a 3-pointer over Florida's Michael
Frazier II (20).

Alabama players console each other after their 42-35 loss to Ohio State in the
Sugar Bowl NCAA college football playoff semifinal early Friday, Jan. 2, 2015.
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PORTLAND, Ore. – On a night that
could have gone terribly wrong for
the Trail Blazers, Damian Lillard
made everything right in the end.

Lillard scored 39 points and made the
go-ahead basket with 36 seconds
remaining as Portland rallied from a ten-
point deficit in the second half to beat the
Los Angeles Lakers 98-94 Monday night.

In the first quarter, Blazers starting
guard Wesley Matthews collapsed to the
floor and grabbed his left knee while
driving to the basket. Matthews was
helped to the locker room, then returned
to the bench and eventually the game
during the second quarter.

Matthews, averaging 16.9 points per
game, said he had a hyperextended left
knee but didn’t think it was serious. He
played 30 minutes and scored five points.

“I told him he scared me, because he
did,” Portland coach Terry Stotts said. “I
was shocked to see him come back. I’m no
doctor, but it didn’t look good.”

Lillard hit four three-pointers, and
scored 16 points during the fourth quarter
to lead the Blazers (27-8). He has scored
at least 39 points in three of his past nine
games.

LaMarcus Aldridge added 21 points,
and reserve center Meyers Leonard had
12 points and 12 rebounds for Portland.

The Lakers (11-24) were without Kobe
Bryant, the team’s leading scorer at 23.6
points per game. Bryant stayed home for
a scheduled day of rest. It was the fourth

game Bryant has skipped after sustaining
two leg injuries the past two seasons.

Jordan Hill led Los Angeles with 23
points and 14 rebounds. Five Lakers

scored in double figures, including Jeremy
Lin with 14 points.

Lillard has had several big scoring
performances of late, often with Portland
trailing late in the game and the Blazers
needing a boost. Such was the case
Monday,with the Lakers leading for most
of the second half, and 83-76 with 5:55
remaining.

Lillard hit back-to-back threes during a
12-2 run that gave the Blazers an 88-85
lead.During the final 36 seconds,he made
the go-ahead basket and three free throws
to help Portland secure the win.

“I don’t live for it, but I would like us to
play with the type of urgency we did for
the last eight minutes for the entire game.
But when it’s needed, I’m definitely not
going to shy away from it,” Lillard said.

Lillard scored 24 points in the second
half and several times hit tough,
contested shots.

“He got hot, definitely, and we didn’t do
a good enough job of disrupting him. I’ve
got to do a better job of making his life
more difficult,” Lin said.

The Lakers briefly took a 92-91 lead
with 43 seconds remaining on two free
throws by Lin. But then Lillard
immediately went to work, driving to the
basket for the go-ahead layup seven
seconds later.

SAN ANTONIO – The San Antonio
Spurs kept giving the Detroit Pistons
hope. Brandon Jennings made the most
of a last-second opening.

The Pistons guard took a bad inbounds
pass by Tim Duncan and drove the length
of the court in the final seven seconds,
weaving through San Antonio’s
backpedaling defenders, to bank in an
11-foot jumper. The shot Tuesday lifted
Detroit to its sixth straight victory, 105-
104.

His bucket backed up double-doubles
from Andre Drummond and Greg
Monroe and the Pistons rallied from 18
points down in the first half.

“We are getting better,” Detroit coach
Stan Van Gundy said. “If you stay in

there, sometimes you get a break. We
had a very good break at the end.We got
lucky at the end. Our resolve to stay in
the game right down to the last few
seconds was huge.”

Drummond had 20 points and 17
rebounds and Monroe added 17 points
and 11 boards, as the Pistons snapped a
four-game skid in San Antonio (21-15).
D.J.Augustin added 19 points for Detroit
(11-23), which has not lost since waiving
Josh Smith on Dec. 22.

San Antonio point guard Tony Parker
played just 13 minutes in his return from
a five-game absence due to a strained
left hamstring. He was 0-for-3 shooting
and had just two assists, but he did not
appear to aggravate the injury.

CHICAGO – Whether he is emerging as
an MVP candidate or not, Jimmy Butler
isn’t sure.The only thing that matters to
him is the Chicago Bulls keep winning.

Pau Gasol had 27 points and 14
rebounds, Butler scored 22 points and
the Bulls won for the 13th time in 15
games, rallying to beat the Houston
Rockets 114-105 on Monday night.

Derrick Rose added 19 points and nine
assists. Nikola Mirotic finished with 17
points.

Butler contained NBA scoring leader
James Harden in the second half while
making some big shots, and the Bulls
outscored the Rockets 19-5 over the final
3:19.

“I don’t know,” Butler said.“We just got
a really good team. Everybody showed up

tonight.”
Josh Smith led Houston with 21 points.

Harden scored only three of his 20 in the
second half, missing all nine shots, and
the Rockets lost for the fourth time in six
games.

A leading candidate for Most Improved
Player, Butler is starting to enter the
MVP discussion because of performances
like this. He was particularly good in the
closing minutes, scoring five points and
taking a charge against Harden during
the game-ending rally. That helped the
Bulls wipe out a five-point deficit.

Mirotic also hit a three and scored five
points during that stretch.

It was 100-95 before Gasol converted a
three-point play off a putback with 3:19
left to start the winning rally.

Lillard scores 39 to rally Blazers past Lakers 98-94

Pistons pull last second
105-104 win over Spurs

Gasol scores 27 as Bulls
thump Rockets 114-105

Damian Lillard #0 of the Portland Trail Blazers goes to the basket against the
Los Angeles Lakers on January 5, 2015 at the Moda Center in Portland, Oregon. 

Brandon Jennings #7 of the Detroit Pistons makes the game winning shot as
time expires.

Chicago Bulls guard Derrick Rose (1) drives in front of Houston Rockets guard
Corey Brewer (33) during the first half, Monday, Jan. 5, 2015, in Chicago. 
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CHIEF Executive Officer of
the Barbados Agricultural
Society (BAS), James Paul,
says that there is a need for
greater collaboration be-
tween the agricultural and
retail sectors so as to cut
down on agricultural im-
ports into this country.

However, he does not believe
that a memorandum of under-
standing with the retail sector,
similar to that signed with the
hospitality sector last year, is
necessary at this time.

His comments came in a re-
cent interview with The
Barbados Advocate, during
which he explained that there is
a system of tariffs that if utilised
adequately, will ensure that im-
ports do not get out of hand, as
this has the potential to damage
the local productive sectors.

“We have a system of bound
tariffs which states that if we are
importing any commodity there
are different rates – for meats it
is 184 per cent, for other com-
modities it is around 145 per
cent, I believe – and I think that
the tariffs in the case of some
commodities represent a prohib-
itive barrier. So we believe

strongly that there should be 
no effort to undermine our cur-
rent tariff structures,”Paul said.

His remarks came as he noted
that there are few countries
around the world which have an
appetite for further tariff reduc-
tions. As such, he is suggesting
that in the next round of trade
negotiations, it is imperative that
developing countries like those
in the Caribbean take the oppor-
tunity to reframe the discussions
to encourage trade deals that are
more amenable to their develop-
ment.

“We cannot any longer go out
there and sign trade agreements
that we know would negatively
impact on the productive sectors
in these developing countries;we
have already seen what can hap-
pen – it can reduce the earning
power of the country itself and its
ability to sustain itself; and it
has compromised the livelihoods
of thousands of people in devel-
oping countries.And I think that
in the next round of trade nego-
tiations we can actually influ-
ence the debate in a manner that
benefits developing countries
more,” Paul stated.

IMPORTS on Page 7

POWERING UP: West Indies players Chris Gayle (left) and Dwayne Smith taking a break
during a practice session at the Newlands ground, South Africa, ahead of the upcoming T20 and
One-Day Internationals against the hosts, which start tomorrow. 

KEEP 
IMPORTS
IN CHECK

Technical director 
of football asks 
for more time
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